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Protoplasts were isolated from mesophyll tissue, callus 

and seedling cotyledons of Medicago sativa L. cv. Regen S and 

the halophyte M. marina L. Cotyledon protoplasts of Regen S 

were cultured in protoplast and cell culture media used 

previously for alfalfa protoplast culture and in media that 

had been simplified. There were no differences in the plating 

efficiencies of protoplasts cultured in the simple and complex 

media, but cells produced in the latter were greener and they 

colonized sooner. Protoplasts of M. marina grew at one-half 

the rate of Regen S protoplasts. Etiolated cotyledon 

protoplasts of Regen S were fused at 31 °C using a solution 

containing PEG, DMSO and calcium at high pH. The frequency of 

fusion was 16 % of the surviving protoplasts. These methods 

for protoplast isolation, culture and fusion should be useful 

in the somatic hybridization of alfalfa and M. marina. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Alfalfa, Medicago sativa L., is the principal legume 

grown as forage in the United States (Hodgson 1976). Because 

of the increasing salinization of domestic soils and waters, 

breeding efforts have been aimed at improving the capacity of 

alfalfa to tolerate salinity. The introduction of genes into 

alfalfa through a wide cross with a halophytic relative has 

been suggested as a means by which to achieve the desired 

change (Bingham & McCoy 1986). 

In the genus Medicago, the only halophytic species is M. 

marina (Lesins & Lesins 1979). Grayish-green with yellow 

flowers and covered entirely with hairs, the perennial diploid 

M. marina (2n = 2x = 16) grows in a semi-prostrate fashion 

along the shores of the Meditteranean and the Atlantic Coast 

of France and Iberia (Figure 1) . It does not naturally 

hybridize with alfalfa, but via ovule-embryo rescue (an aid to 

conventional breeding that overcomes post-fertilization 

barriers to realize sexual hybridization), a wide cross 

between M. marina and alfalfa was achieved (McCoy & Smith 

1986) . 

The cross, however, was not useful. Only two hybrid 

plants resembling M. marina were produced from two to three 

thousand crosses of M. marina and alfalfa. Both plants, each 

of which was weak and spindly, died before maturation. 



Figure 1. Medicago marina L. 
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A more promising technology for hybridizing alfalfa with 

M. marina is somatic, or asexual, hybridization. Sexual 

barriers to hybridization are bypassed, and somatic hybrids 

more vigorous than the sexual hybrid counterparts may be 

produced. Somatic hybridization is accomplished through the 

fusion of plant cells (other than those of the egg and the 

sperm) that have been released from their cell walls. The 

technology for somatic hybridization consists of procedures 

for the (1) isolation and regeneration of protoplasts, (2) 

induction of protoplast fusion, (3) selection of 

heterokaryons or hybrid cell colonies, (4) regeneration of 

somatic hybrid plants, and (5) verification of the somatic 

hybrid nature. 

To date, there are no reports of efforts to hybridize 

alfalfa and M. marina via somatic hybridization, nor are there 

any reports on the isolation and culture of protoplasts of M. 

marina. Callus of M. marina has been initiated from tissue 

explants, but there are no known regenerable genotypes (T. 

McCoy, pers. comm.). Procedures have been reported, however, 

for the isolation and regeneration of protoplasts from several 

wild species of Medicago (Johnson et al. 1982; Mariotti et al. 

1984; Gilmour et al. 1987a), as well as from several cultivars 

of alfalfa (Kao & Michayluk 1980; Lu et al. 1983). In North 

America, the alfalfa cultivar on which most of the work has 

been conducted is the highly regenerable Regen S (Johnson et 
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al. 1981; Atanassov & Brown 1984; Dijak & Brown 1987a, 1987b). 

The aim of this research was to develop procedures 

towards the interspecific somatic hybridization of Regen S 

alfalfa and M. marina. The focus was on the development of 

procedures for the isolation and regeneration of protoplasts 

and the induction of protoplast fusion. Because such 

procedures have not been standardized, the work of this 

investigation involved the modification of existing procedures 

to fit the materials at hand. The experimental materials from 

which protoplasts were isolated were mesophyll tissue obtained 

from greenhouse-grown plants, callus and seedling cotyledons. 

Procedures that were tested on the experimental materials were 

drawn from reports on the isolation and regeneration of Regen 

S mesophyll protoplasts and from reports on interspecific 

somatic hybridization in the genera Medicago (Teoule 1983; 

Teoule & Dattee 1987; Gilmour et al. 1987b; Chand et al. 1988; 

Deak et al. 1988), Trifolium (Grosser 1984) and Brassica 

(Thomzik & Hain 1988). 

The results of the research are procedures for the 

isolation of seedling cotyledon, callus and mesophyll 

protoplasts of Regen S alfalfa and of M. marina, the culture 

of seedling cotyledon protoplasts of Regen S to macrocallus 

and those of M. marina to viable cells, and the induction of 

fusion between etiolated seedling cotyledon protoplasts of 

Regen S. The hope is that this research will be useful in the 



somatic hybridization of alfalfa and M. marina. 
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One aim of this literature review is to survey the 

procedures for the interspecific somatic hybridization of M. 

sativa with a wild species. The procedures to be surveyed 

include the induction of protoplast fusion, selection of 

heterokaryons or somatic hybrid cell colonies, regeneration of 

somatic hybrid plants, and confirmation of the somatic hybrid 

nature. They are elaborated in the Ph.D. Dissertation of 

Gilmour (Univ of Nottingham 1986) and in reports by Teoule 

(1983), Teoule & Dattee (1987), Gilmour et al. (1987b), Chand 

et al. (1988), and Deak et al. (1988). The other aim of this 

review is to survey procedures for protoplast isolation and 

regeneration of Regen S alfalfa, a highly regenerable variety 

that will be employed in the present study. These procedures 

are found in the reports of Johnson et al. (1981), Atanassov 

& Brown (1984) and Dijak & Brown (1987a, 1987b). 

Reaen S 

Regen S is a laboratory variety of alfalfa that has been 

used extensively in North America for the study of alfalfa 

plant regeneration (Bingham et al. 1975; Stuart & Strickland 

1984a, 1984b; Dijak et al. 1986; Meijer & Brown 1987; Dijak & 

Brown 1987a). It was bred to regenerate at a high frequency 
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from callus culture and is the product of recurrent selection 

of the cultivated variety DuPuits and four clones of the 

cultivated variety Saranac (Bingham et al. 1975). Regen S has 

purple flowers, and phenotypically, it resembles Saranac. 

Under the appropriate cultural conditions, over 67 % of the 

genotypes will regenerate from callus cultures (Bingham 1989). 

Such regeneration is genotype-dependent—under the control of 

three to four genes—and stably inherited (Bingham et al. 

1975). 

Protoplast Isolation and Regeneration 

Procedures for the regeneration of plants from Regen S 

protoplasts are derived from the seminal procedure of Kao & 

Michayluk (1980) for the regeneration of alfalfa plants from 

mesophyll protoplasts. Their procedure was developed using 

the alfalfa cultivar "Canadian" which regenerates via direct 

embryogenesis. This procedure involved protoplast culture, 

cell culture, somatic embryoid induction, and plant 

regeneration. The protoplasts were isolated from young leaves 

of rapidly growing plants raised in a greenhouse or under 

controlled conditions in a growth chamber. 

Protoplast culture, the first week of culture, was 

conducted in near darkness and was the stage during which 

protoplasts resynthesized their cell walls and cell division 
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commenced. Cell culture of the protoplast-derived cells was 

initiated by the dilution of the protoplast culture medium 

with cell culture medium, involved the gradual exposure of 

cells to stronger light and culminated in the production of 

globular structures. Somatic embryoid induction began with 

the addition to the cell culture medium of a growth regulator-

free medium containing soluble starch to promote growth and 

differentiation of the globular structures into embryoids and 

ended in 45-60 days when the embryoids thus induced grew to 

the size of mature seeds. In the final stage of regeneration, 

the embryoids, or somatic embryos, were germinated on filter 

paper soaked with the growth regulator-free medium. The 

protoplast culture medium was K77 (Kao 1977; Table 1), the 

cell culture medium consisted of three parts K77 and one part 

cell culture medium—K77 modified to contain (per liter) 30 g 

sucrose, 10 g glucose, 250 mg casamino acids and 20 ml coconut 

water, and the growth regulator-free medium was medium A. 

In contrast to "Canadian" which regenerates via direct 

somatic embyrogenesis, Regen S regenerates via indirect 

somatic embryogenesis. This involves the production of callus 

from the protoplast-derived cells prior to the induction and 

manifestation of somatic embryogenesis. Hence, the procedure 

for the regeneration of plants from mesophyll protoplasts of 
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Table 1. Protoplast culture medium formulation of Kao (1977). 

a) Mineral salts (mg l~x) 
NHANO-> 
kno3 
CaCl2.2H20 
MgS04.7H,0 

Sequestrene 330Fe 

b) Sugars (mg 1 
Glucose 
Sucrose 
Fructose 
Ribose 
Xylose 

-1 ) 

600 
1,900 

600 
300 
170 
300 
28 

68,400 
125 
125 
125 
125 

KI 
H3BO3 
MnS04.Ho0 
Znso. .7Ho0 
Na2Mo04.2H20 
CuS04.5H20 
COC12.6H20 

Mannose 
Rhamnose 
Cellobiose 
Sorbitol 
Mannitol 

0. 75 
3. 00 
10. 00 
2. 00 
0. 25 
0. 025 
0. 025 

125 
125 
125 
125 
125 

c) Organic acids (mg 1 
Sodium pyruvate 
Citric acid 

-1 )(adjusted to pH 5.5 with NH40H) 
5 Malic acid 10 
10 Fumaric acid 10 

d) Vitamins (mg I"1) 
Inositol 100 Biotin 0.005 
Nicotinamide 1 Choline chloride 0.5 
Pyridoxine.HCl 1 Riboflavin 0.1 
Thiamine.HC1 10 Ascorbic acid 1 
D-Calcium pantothenate 0. 5 Vitamin A 0.005 
Folic acid 0. 2 Vitamin D 0.005 
p-Aminobenzoic acid 0. 01 Vitamin B12 0.01 

e) Hormones (mg l-1) 
2,4-D 0.2 
Zeatin 0.5 
NAA 1 

f) Vitamin-free casamino acids (mg l-1) 125 

g) Coconut Water (ml l""1) 10 

h) Glass distilled water (ml) 1,000 

i) pH 5.7 (NaOH). Filter-sterilized 
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"Canadian" was modified to regenerate plants from Regen S 

protoplasts. Procedures for regeneration from Regen S 

protoplasts are nonstandard because of the dependence of 

regeneration on genotype, but the generalized procedure for 

plant regeneration involves protoplast culture, cell culture, 

then callus culture, and finally, the induction of somatic 

embryogenesis, somatic embryo development, somatic embryo 

germination, and plant growth. 

The materials from which Regen S protoplasts have been 

isolated are mesophyll tissue (Johnson et al. 1981; Atanassov 

& Brown 1984; Dijak & Brown 1987a, 1987b) and suspension 

culture cells (Atanassov & Brown 1984). The latter were just 

entering the log phase of growth, six days into subculture, 

and were maintained in a state conducive to the isolation of 

protoplasts by a strict routine of subculture. The mesophyll 

tissue has been obtained from plants grown in a greenhouse, 

from shoot tip cultures (Atanassov & Brown 1984) and from 

plants grown under controlled conditions (Johnson et al 1981; 

Dijak & Brown 1987a, 1987b); the latter has been the preferred 

source. Typically, the leaves have been young, light green 

and rapidly growing. To release mesophyll protoplasts, the 

plants, stem cuttings or leaves were pretreated prior to 

protoplast isolation. Shoot tip cultures and greenhouse-grown 

plants were pretreated in the dark at 10 °C for 48 h; stem 

cuttings were pretreated by incubation in water for 24 h; and 
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the leaves, by flotation on water in the dark for up to 48 h. 

Protoplasts were isolated in an enzyme solution that 

contained an osmoticum, the enzymes cellulase, hemicellulase 

and pectinase, and depending on the procedure, calcium or the 

buffer MES or both. The cellulase used most frequently was 

"Onozuka" RIO; the hemicellulase, Rhozyme HP-150; and the 

pectinase, Macerozyme RIO. Glucose, mannitol, or sorbitol and 

mannitol were used as osmotica. The pH of the enzyme solution 

ranged from above 5.5 to 6.0. 

Leaves were floated on top of the enzyme solution, or 

they were feathered and placed in solution. Mesophyll 

protoplasts were isolated in the dark, and suspension culture 

cells were isolated under continuous fluorescent light. 

Typically, protoplasts were isolated overnight at room 

temperature (25 °C) with gentle agitation. However, mesophyll 

protoplasts have also been isolated in 5 to 7 h (Atanassov & 

Brown 1984). 

Regen S protoplasts were purified by filtration and 

centrifugation. They were filtered through nylon mesh or 

glass wool and then centrifuged at low speed (20 x g to 120 x 

g). Protoplasts were washed with the isolation solution 

(without the enzymes) or the protoplast culture medium, or 

they were washed first with the isolation solution and then 

with the protoplast culture medium. 

Regen S protoplasts were cultured at densities that 
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ranged from 5 x 103 to 105 protoplasts per ml in liquid 

droplets (30 to 100 ul) or in a thin layer of liquid. The 

protoplast culture medium in which Regen S protoplasts have 

been cultured include KWM (Johnson et al. 1981), Kao2 

(Atanassov & Brown 1984) and a medium derived from Kao2 (Dijak 

& Brown 1987a, 1987b). They are all derived from the 

protoplast culture medium of Kao (Table 1, p. 19) which was 

used to culture mesophyll protoplasts of "Canadian". KWM, 

however, contains less calcium chloride (300 mg l-1), less 

ammonium nitrate (250 mg l-1) and more potassium nitrate (2500 

mg l-1); Kao2 contains 6-benzylaminopurine (6-BAP) at 0.5 mg 

l"1, no zeatin and more glucose (81 g l-1); and the medium 

derived from Kao2 contains more glucose than does Kao2 (108 g 

l-1). Protoplasts were cultured at 25 °C in the dark or in 

low diffused light or in the dark for the first few days and 

then in low diffused light. 

Cell culture has been initiated by the addition of cell 

culture medium to the protoplast culture at peak cell 

division, i.e. around day 7 (Johnson et al. 1981; Dijak & 

Brown 1987a, 1987b) or about two weeks thereafter (Atanassov 

& Brown 1984). With the exception of the cell culture medium 

counterpart of KWM, the cell culture media are identical in 

formulation to the protoplast culture media except that the 

former contains less glucose. The cell culture medium 

counterpart of Kao2 contains 36 g l-1 glucose and 5 g l-1 
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sucrose, and the counterpart of the protoplast culture medium 

derived from Kao2 contains 54 g l"1 glucose. The cell culture 

medium counterpart of KWM, designated KM 3:1 after the cell 

culture medium employed by Kao & Michayluk (1980), was 

modified to contain 0.35 % agarose (Sigma, type VII), and it 

contains 53.8 g 1_1 glucose, 7.6 g l-1 sucrose, 156 mg l-1 

casein hydrolysate, and 12.5 ml coconut water. 

Cell colonies already embedded in agarose (Johnson et al. 

1981) grew into callus in the cell culture medium, whereas 

cell colonies growing in liquid medium were transferred to 

solid medium (B5h) for callus proliferation. 

Somatic embryogenesis was induced in the calli by their 

culture on solid SH medium containing a high concentration of 

2,4-D. In one case, the induction medium also contained 

kinetin (Atanassov & Brown 1984). The amount of time spent on 

the induction medium depended on the genotype, but it ranged 

from 21 to 60 days. These calli were then transferred to 

growth regulator-free B0i2Y (Bingham et al. 1975) for 

differentiation of the induced cells into somatic embryos. 

Somatic embryos appeared in about a month, plus or minus ten 

days. They were detached from the callus and germinated on 

solid medium. The time to regeneration from protoplasts 

ranged from 132 to 187 days. 

Regen S protoplasts divided within the first 24 

(Atanassov & Brown 1984) to 48 h (Johnson et al. 1981) and 
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reached a peak in cell division between day 7 and day 10 

(Atanassov & Brown 1984). Their division efficiency, colony 

formation, and development into somatic embryos were 

influenced by the type of cytokinin in the protoplast culture 

medium, the cell culture medium and the induction medium, 

respectively. Atanassov & Brown (1984) compared the division 

efficiencies at day 7 and colony formation at day 45 of 

cultures that contained zeatin, the cytokinin that K77 

contains, or 6-BAP, the cytokinin that Kao2 was modified to 

contain (in both media, the glucose concentration was 81 g 1" 

1) . Cytokinin 6-BAP proved to be superior. The division 

efficiencies in the 6-BAP-containing protoplast culture medium 

were 34.2 % for cell suspension protoplast-derived cells and 

13.3 % for mesophyll protoplast-derived cells. In the zeatin-

containing protoplast culture medium, the division 

efficiencies were 6.3 % for cell suspension protoplast-derived 

cells and 2.1 % for mesophyll protoplast-derived cells. On day 

45 of culture, the number of colonies in the 6-BAP containing 

culture was 2712 for the cell suspension protoplast-derived 

cells, and 336 for the mesophyll protoplast-derived cells. 

There were no colonies in the zeatin-containing cell culture 

of mesophyll protoplast-derived cells, and 336 colonies in 

that of the cell suspension protoplast-derived cells. 

Atanassov & Brown (1984) also studied the impact of the 

type of cytokinin in the induction medium on the frequency of 
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somatic embryogenesis among cell colonies and on the number of 

somatic embryos produced per colony. The cytokinins under 

study were kinetin, 6-BAP, 2iPA, and zeatin. They found 

kinetin to promote somatic embryogenesis, and zeatin to 

inhibit it. The use of kinetin resulted in a frequency of 

embryogenesis of 83 % for mesophyll protoplast-derived cells 

and 28 % for cell suspension protoplast-derived cells; the use 

of zeatin, 56 % and 0, respectively. Pertaining to the mean 

number of embryos per colony, the use of kinetin resulted in 

the production of 12 for mesophyll protoplast-derived cells 

and 3 for suspension culture protoplast-derived cells; the use 

of zeatin, 11 for mesophyll-derived cells. 

Interspecific Somatic Hybridization in Medicaao 

In Medicago, interspecific somatic hybridization was 

accomplished between M. sativa (2n = 4x = 32) and M. falcata 

(2n = 4x = 32), M. sativa and M. quasifalcata (2n = 2x = 16), 

M. sativa and M. borealis (2n = 2x = 16) , and M. sativa and M. 

varia (2n = 4x = 32) . The confirmed products of somatic 

hybridization were an M. sativa + M. falcata somatic hybrid 

plant designated P 16a (Teoule 1983; Teoule & Dattee 1987), 

three calli of M. sativa + M. falcata (SF1_3; Gilmour et al. 

1987b), at least three calli of M. sativa + M. borealis (SB1_ 

3; Gilmour 1986), myriad calli of M. sativa + M. varia (Deak 
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et al. 1988), and a single callus of M. sativa + M. 

quasifalcata (SQ; Gilmour et al. 1987b). 

Induction of Protoplast Fusion 

Protoplasts of the following tissues or cells were fused: 

mesophyll (M. sativa + M. falcata; Teoule 1983; Teoule & 

Dattee 1987), green seedling cotyledons and suspension culture 

cells (M. sativa + M. falcata; Gilmour 1986; Gilmour et al. 

1987b), green and etiolated seedling cotyledons (M. sativa + 

M. falcata; Chand et al. 1988; M. sativa + M. quasifalcata; 

Gilmour 1986; Gilmour et al. 1987b), suspension culture cells 

(M. sativa + M. borealis; Gilmour 1986), and mesophyll and 

suspension culture cells (M. sativa + M. varia; Deak et al. 

1988). 

Protoplast fusion was induced chemically or electrically 

or both. The methods of induction and the fusion frequencies 

obtained with each method are listed in Table 2. The methods 

themselves are defined in Appendix B. With the exception of 

the high pH/high calcium method (Teoule 1983; Teoule & Dattee 

1987), all of the chemical methods of protoplast fusion 

employed polyethylene glycol (PEG). The fusion of milliliter 

sample volumes in a centrifuge tube was referred to as 

large scale fusion, and the fusion of 50-100 microliter sample 

volumes in a petri dish was referred to as small scale fusion 
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Table 2. Reported frequencies of interspecific protoplast 
fusion of Medicago sativa with M. falcata, M. quasifalcata, M. 
borealis, and M. varia. 

Somatic Method of fusion Fusion 
hybridization frequency (%) 

M. sativa + M. falcata 

PEG with Calcium1 20 
High pH/High Calcium/32 °C1 10 
Large Scale Chemical2'3 1.5 
Small Scale Chemical3 3.3 
Large Scale Chemical4 

(Calcium-Free) * 
Small Scale Chemical4 

(Calcium-Free) 8.3 ± 1.8 
Electrofusion3 2.6 
Electrofusion4 4.0 ± 1.0 
Chemo-electrofusion4 * 

M. sativa + M. quasifalcata 

Large Scale Chemical2'3 1.8 

M. sativa + M. borealis 

Small Scale Chemical3 2.8 
Electrofusion3 1.6 

M. sativa + M. varia 

PEG/High pH/High Calcium/ 
DMSO 3-10 

^Teoule & Dattee (1987) 
2Gilmour et al. (1987) 
3Gilmour (Ph.D. Dissertation, Univ of Nottingham 1986) 
4Chand et al. (1988) 
5Deak et al. (1988) 
•unreported 
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(Gilmour 1986; Chand et al. 1988). 

Somatic hybrid calli and the putative somatic hybrid 

plant P 16a were obtained using methods for the induction of 

protoplast fusion that produced relatively lower fusion 

frequencies. P 16a, the product of the fusion of a 

cytoplasmic sterile clone of M. sativa with male fertile #318 

M. falcata, was obtained via high pH/high calcium induced-

fusion of mesophyll protoplasts at 32 °C, and calli of M. 

sativa + M. falcata and M. sativa + M. quasifalcata were 

obtained via large scale chemically induced-fusion (Gilmour et 

al. 1987b). Although calli of M. sativa + M. borealis were 

obtained using both electrofusion and small scale chemical 

fusion of albino suspension culture protoplasts, throughput— 

the measure of conversion of heterokaryons into somatic hybrid 

plants or calli (Gilmour 1986)—was higher for electrofusion 

(0.024 %) than for small scale chemical fusion (0.015 %; 

Gilmour 1986). 

Selection of Heterokaryons or Hybrid Cell Colonies 

Selection of the interspecific heterokaryons was based on 

a difference in physical appearance from the parental 

protoplasts and selection of hybrid cell colonies was based on 

a difference in metabolic activity. Heterokaryons of M. 

sativa + M. falcata and those of M. sativa + M. quasifalcata 
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were identified by a dual fluorescence of red and green (the 

red fluorescence emitted by the chlorophyll-containing 

partner, and the green fluorescence by the fluorescein 

diacetate-labeled partner), and they were selected from 

amongst homokaryons and unfused parental protoplasts via 

micromanipulation, 24 h post-fusion (Gilmour et al. 1987b). 

Heterokaryons resulting from the fusion of albino protoplasts 

of M. sativa and M. borealis were selected by fluorescence 

activated cell sorting or the somatic hybrid cell colonies 

were selected by genetic complementation of a chlorophyll 

deficiency or both (Gilmour 1986). Cell hybrid colonies 

resulting from the fusion of phosphotricin (PPT) resistant M. 

sativa and kanamycin (Km) resistant M. varia were selected on 

a medium containing both PPT and Km (Deak et al. 1988) . 

Regeneration of Somatic Hybrids 

The putative somatic hybrid P 16a and 27 other plants 

that resembled M. falcata were regenerated using a procedure 

that was derived from the procedure of Kao & Michayluk (1980). 

Mesophyll protoplasts of M. sativa and M. falcata were 

obtained from donor plants growing under controlled conditions 

which changed from a 16/8 h light/dark photoperiod to a 9/15 

h light/dark photoperiod for at least 15 days prior to 

protoplast isolation. Following fusion induced by the high 
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pH/high calcium method at 32 °C, heterokaryons were cultured 

(along with homokaryons and unfused parental protoplasts) in 

k795' the Protoplast culture medium of Kao (Table 1, p. 19) 

modified to contain 110.4 g l-1 glucose and no coconut water. 

Protoplasts were cultured at a density of 5 x 104 protoplasts 

per ml in a thin layer of liquid and were grown at 28 °C in 

the dark. Every seven days the culture medium was replaced, 

and beginning on day 10, the cultures were gradually exposed 

to light (2000 lux). On day 7, the culture medium was 

replenished with K7g5, and on day 14, it was replenished with 

a medium designated FM that consists of 3 parts K7g5 and one 

part K4. The latter medium is the protoplast culture medium 

of Kao (1977) modified to contain (per liter) 10 glucose, 20 

g sucrose, 0.1 mg 2,4-D, 0.2 mg zeatin and no coconut water. 

On days 28, 35 and 42, the culture medium was replenished with 

FM2, a medium that consisted of 1 part K7g5 and 1 part K4. 

Under these conditions, both somatic embryos and calli 

developed. The development of embryos was enhanced by culture 

in growth regulator-free medium A (Kao & Michayluk 1980) 

containing soluble starch (10 g l-1), and mature somatic 

embryos were germinated under light (3000 lux) at 25 °C on 

filter-paper soaked with starch-free medium A. Calli were 

cultured on solid UM (Uchimiya & Murashige 1974) medium for 28 

days and then transferred to MSD4 (Murashige & Skoog 1962). 

Upon the development of well-established roots, seedlings were 
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potted in a mixture of loam and vermiculite (1:1). 

Somatic hybrid calli, but not plants, were obtained from 

heterokaryons of M. sativa + H. falcata, M. sativa + M. 

quasifalcata and M. sativa + M. borealis that were selected 24 

h post-fusion and then co-cultured with nurse protoplasts 

(Gilmour 1986; Gilmour et al. 1987b). For the first 24 hours 

of culture the heterokaryons were cultured with homokaryons 

and unfused parental protoplasts in the dark at a density of 

104 protoplasts per ml in K8P, the medium of Kao (1977) 

modified to contain (per liter) 100 g glucose, 250 mg sucrose 

and 1 mg thiamine-HCl. Heterokaryons were then selected (24 h 

post-fusion) and co-cultured with the nurse protoplasts at 25 

°C in the dark. The nurse protoplasts were albino suspension 

culture protoplasts of M. sativa that had been cultured 2-3 

days earlier in K8P at a density of 5 x 104 protoplasts per 

ml. On day 7, and weekly thereafter for the next 3 weeks, the 

culture was diluted with K8, the protoplast culture medium of 

Kao (1977) modified to contain (per liter) 20 g sucrose, 125 

mg casamino acids, 1 % (v/v) coconut water, 1 mg thiamine-HCl, 

0.1 mg 2,4-D and 0.2 mg zeatin. On day 7, and thereafter, the 

cultures were exposed to continuous fluorescent light (0.6 Wm~ 

2). 

After one month of culture cell colonies were transferred 

from liquid to agar solidified K8 cell culture medium. Three 

weeks later the calli that were green were transferred to 
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haIf-strength, agar solidified UM medium (HSUM). The green 

calli were subcultured twice at two week intervals on HSUM and 

then transferred to full strength, agar solidified UM medium. 

Calli were produced from heterokaryons of M. sativa + M. 

varia using an entirely different procedure from that used to 

produce the other interspecific calli (Deak et al. 1988). 

Post-fusion protoplasts were cultured under undefined 

conditions for 6 days. Protoplasts and protoplast-derived 

cells were then embedded at a density of 104 protoplasts per 

ml in the protoplast culture medium of Kao & Michayluk (1975) , 

modified to contain 0.8 % (w/v) low melting-point agarose 

(Seaplaque). One week later, the agarose-solidified cultures 

were moved to a larger petri dish and immersed in 30 ml of the 

culture medium in which the glucose was replaced by 3 % (w/v) 

sucrose. Cultures rocked at 50 RPM were grown under dim light 

(5000 lux). Twice weekly the culture medium was replaced with 

fresh medium. After 4 weeks of culture in agarose the cells 

were released from the agarose by gentle disruption with a 

pasteur pipette and cultured on agar-solidif ied UM medium that 

contained 0.5 mg l-1 2,4-D, 0.2 mg 1_1 6-BAP along with the 

selective agents, 100 mg l""1 kanamycin sulfate and 0.1-0.5 mM 

L-PPT. 
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Confirmation of Somatic Hybridity 

Calli growing on the selective medium that contained the 

herbicides PPT and kanamycin were confirmed thus as somatic 

hybrid calli of M. sativa + M. varia (Deak et al. 1988). 

Genetic complementation of a chlorophyll deficiency was the 

method of somatic hybrid confirmation of chlorophyllous calli 

produced from the fusion of albino protoplasts of M. sativa 

and M. borealis (Gilmour 1986). The somatic hybrid nature of 

the single callus of M. sativa + M. quasifalcata, SQ and the 

three calli of M. sativa + M. falcata, SF1_3 was confirmed by 

analyses of somatic chromosome number and isozyme banding 

patterns (Gilmour et al. 1987b). Chromosome numbers of the 

calli approximated that of the euploid: SF^ had a chromosome 

number and standard deviation of 62 and 3; SF2, 64 and 2; SF3, 

61 and 5; and SQ, 47 and 2. The banding patterns of esterase 

in the SF somatic hybrids and the banding pattern of leucine 

aminopeptidase in the SQ somatic hybrid resembled the 

summation of those of the parents, but patterns for SF1-3 and 

SQ also included novel bands. 

The putative somatic hybrid plant P 16a was reported as 

a confirmed somatic hybrid by analyses of chromosome number, 

peroxidase and B-amylase banding patterns, leaf positioning, 

and flower color and morphology: the chromosome number of 

most root meristems was 2n = 63, the peroxidase and B-amylase 
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banding patterns resembled the summation of those of the 

parents, the leaf postioning was intermediate, the flower 

color was variegated, and the floral morphology was distinct 

from that of either parent (Teoule 1983; Teoule & Dattee 

1987). However, with the exception of the report of Teoule & 

Datte, which included a picture of a flower from P 16a and 

flowers from the parents M. sativa and M. falcata, the reports 

of Teoule (1983) and Teoule & Dattee (1987) lacked evidence to 

substantiate the confirmation of P 16a as a somatic hybrid. 

In neither report were there photos of chromosome spreads, 

stained gels or plants. Perhaps for this reason, Gilmour et 

al. (1987b) regarded the report of the somatic hybrid as 

unsubstantiated. 

The plants that resembled M. falcata were not analyzed 

sufficiently to confirm or deny somatic hybridity. The 

possibility exists, however, that these plants were indeed 

somatic hybrids but that they harbored only small genetic 

elements from M. sativa. 

Summary 

Interspecific somatic hybridization in Medicago has been 

accomplished by electrical or chemical fusion of protoplasts 

from several different cell/tissue types including mesophyll, 

seedling cotyledons and suspension culture cells. Chemically 
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induced fusion was the most commonly used form of fusion of 

Medicago protoplasts and the form of fusion that produced the 

highest fusion frequencies and the greatest number of somatic 

hybrid products. Fusion frequency, however, was not 

positively correlated with throughput. The putative somatic 

hybrid pl6a and somatic hybrid calli of M. sativa + M. 

falcata, M. sativa + M. quasifalcata, and M. sativa + M. 

borealis were obtained using those methods resulting in the 

lower relative fusion frequencies. 

Heterokaryons were cultured as unselected or selected 

populations of protoplasts. In the latter case, the 

heterokaryons were cultured in direct contact with nurse 

protoplasts whose presence was required to promote cell 

division and colony formation among the heterokaryons. 

Selection of heterokaryons was based on a difference in 

appearance, while selection of hybrid cell colonies was based 

on a difference in metabolic activity. 

With the possible exceptions of P 16a and the plants that 

resembled M. falcata, there were no somatic hybrid plants 

regenerated. The reasons given for the lack of regeneration 

were (1) genotype (Teoule & Dattee 1987) and the use of 

material that is not highly regenerable (i.e. the use of 

alfalfa cultivar "Europe" in hybridization of M. sativa + H. 

falcata and M. sativa + M. quasifalcata; Gilmour et al. 1987b) 

(2) chromosomal instability stemming from the use of long-term 
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suspension cultures as a source of protoplasts (M. sativa + M. 

borealis; Gilmour 1986) and (3) a significant change in 

nitrogen metabolism as a consequence of developing resistance 

to PPT, a natural amino acid analog used as a non-selective 

herbicide (M. sativa + M. varia; Deak et al. 1988). 

(Resistance to PPT results from the amplification of the 

glutamine synthetase (GS) gene. Its overproduction—which 

affects the metabolic pathways involved in the assimilation 

and use of ammonium—is associated with a physiological 

condition unfavorable to somatic embryogenesis.) The only 

recommendation by which to regenerate somatic hybrid plants in 

Medicago was to use material that is highly regenerable 

(Gilmour et al. 1987b). 

Regen S is a highly regenerable variety of alfalfa that 

has not yet been used as the primary material in an 

investigation on interspecific somatic hybridization in 

Medicago. Although several procedures for the isolation and 

regeneration of Regen S protoplasts have been developed, 

these procedures are nonstandard largely because (1) the 

physiological status of the plant material influences 

protoplast isolation and cell division and (2) regeneration is 

genotype-dependent. The physiological status of Regen S 

mesophyll tissue has been "optimized" for protoplast isolation 

by pretreatment, but plants have been regenerated from 

protoplasts of only a few clones. The use of seedlings, 
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however, might permit the standardization of procedures for 

Regen S protoplast isolation and regeneration. Pretreatment 

would be unnecesary because the physiological status of the 

plant material would already be optimal, and there would be 

hundreds of different genotypes, thereby increasing the 

probability of regeneration (Lu et al. 1983). 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The research was divided into two parts: experimentation 

on the isolation, culture and fusion of mesophyll and callus 

protoplasts, and experimentation on seedling cotyledon 

protoplasts. 

Part I 

Materials 

Plants and calli of Medicago sativa L. cv. Regen S (2n = 

4x = 32) and M. marina L. (2n = 2x = 16) were provided by Dr. 

Tom McCoy at the University of Arizona. They were Regen S 

clones 1, 2, 3, and 4, and M. marina genotypes 2071-2, 2071-4, 

2071-5, 2072-1, 2072-4, 2072-8, 2073-5, 2073-6, 2074-2, 2080-

1, 2080-5, 2080-6, and 2080-9. 

Methods 

Procedures and modifications thereof that were evaluated 

for use with mesophyll tissue obtained from greenhouse grown 

plants and with callus were those of Kao & Michayluk (1980), 

Johnson et al. (1981) and Grosser (1984) for protoplast 

isolation and culture, and the procedures of Keller & Melchers 

(1974), Menczel et al. (1981), Grosser (1984), Kao & Saleem 
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(1986) and Gilmour et al. (1987) for protoplast fusion. The 

plant materials that were used in the investigation were those 

which were the most abundant, including H. marina genotypes 

2071-5, 2073-6 and 2074-2 and Regen S clone R4. 

Growth of Plants and Calli 

Plants of Regen S alfalfa and M. marina were grown in a 

greenhouse in Tucson, Arizona, and watered daily. They were 

propagated from stem cuttings. Cuttings were rooted in a sand 

flat under mist, and upon the establishment of we11-developed 

roots, plantlets of M. marina were potted in sand, and those 

of Regen S in a mixture of peat and loam. 

Callus was initiated and maintained in a growth chamber 

at 24 °C under subdued continuous light on the medium of 

Schenk & Hildebrandt (1972; Table 6, p. 69) containing 2 mg 1" 

1 2,4-D and 2 mg l-1 kinetin (the medium is designated SHDN). 

Ampicillin, at 100 ug per ml medium, was added to SHDN to 

prevent bacterial growth. Callus of Regen S was initiated from 

immature embryos and that of M. marina, from petioles. 

Immature embryos were surface sterilized by immersion in 95 % 

ethanol for 90 s and then in 25 % bleach for 90 s. The 

petioles were immersed in 95 % ethanol for 50 s and 25 % 

bleach for 45 s. Ovaries and petioles were each rinsed 2x in 

sterile double-distilled deionized water and cultured on 20 ml 

of SHDN medium per 100 x 15 mm Falcon petri plate. Callus was 
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initiated from explants and subsequently maintained as friable 

callus on SHDN. Subculture of friable callus to fresh medium 

occurred monthly. Culture plates were sealed with Parafilm. 

Pretreatment Experiment 

With repeated use of a plant over a period of several 

weeks, yields of mesophyll protoplasts from plants of both M. 

marina and Regen S varied in quality and quantity. As 

pretreatment of leaf mesophyll tissue has been shown to effect 

the capacity of mesophyll tissue to release protoplasts as 

well as to influence the subsequent cultural behaviour of 

mesophyll protoplasts (Cassells & Tamma 1987), the present 

study conducted an experiment to determine whether pretreating 

the mesophyll tissue of M. marina and Regen S would enhance 

yields of mesophyll protoplasts and stabilize yields of 

mesophyll protoplasts from repeat donors. (It had already 

been reported that to release protoplasts, Regen S mesophyll 

tissue requires pretreatment in water for 24 h prior to 

protoplast isolation [Dijak & Brown 1987b].) The materials 

used in the experiment were greenhouse-grown plants of M. 

marina, genotypes 2071-5, 2073-6 and 2074-2, and greenhouse-

grown plants of Regen S clone R4. The condition of 2071-5 was 

characterized as vigorous, that of 2074-2 and R4 as fairly 

stabilized and the condition of 2073-6 as stressed. 

Leaves that were pretreated (as shown in Figure 2) were 
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Figure 2. Trifoliate 
M. marina L. 

leaves of M. sativa L. cv. Regen S and 



obtained about 5 p.m. from plants in the greenhouse 23-25 h 

prior to protoplast isolation. (Control leaves were obtained 

on the eve of protoplast isolation, also around 5 p.m.) The 

first fully expanded trifoliate leaf was excised from a stem 

at the base of the leaf's petiole. During the 20 minute trip 

from the greenhouse to the lab, the leaves were wrapped in wet 

paper towels. Each leaf was then pretreated thus: the leaf 

was inserted via its petiole through a circle of Whataman #2 

filter paper and floated in a sterile 50 ml beaker on top of 

10 ml of either sterile water, Kao2 cell culture medium 

(Atanassov & Brown 1984) or 1/2 strength cell culture medium, 

all of which contained ampicillin at 100 ug per ml. The 

beaker was wrapped with foil to exclude light and then placed 

in the back of a running laminar flow hood. 

The method used for the isolation of mesophyll protopla

sts was derived from the method of Grosser (1984). Trifoliate 

leaves were surface sterilized by immersion in 95 % ethanol 

for 60 s and 25 % bleach plus Tween 20 (4 drops per 1) for 45 

s and then rinsed 2x in sterile double-distilled water. The 

first rinse was quick and the second lasted for 5-10 min. 

Leaves of Regen S were sliced in strips, 1 mm wide, while 

those of M. marina were quartered. The cut leaves were 

incubated in the protoplast isolation solution (Table 3) with 

one trifoliate leaf per two ml of medium in a 25 ml flask. 
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Table 3. Formulation of the solution for the isolation of 
mesophyll protoplasts of Medicago sativa L. cv. Regen S and 
for those of M. marina L. in the pretreatment experiment. The 
isolation solution was centrifuged at 3500 RPM for 5 min to 
pellet the insoluble salts, adusted to pH 5.7 and then filter-
sterilized through a 0.45 um filter. 

Protoplast isolation solution 

40 g l"1 sorbitol 
40 g l"1 mannitol 
150 mg 171 CaCl2.2H20 
50 mg l"1 NaH2P04.H20 
225 mg l-1 MES buffer 

Regen S 

Cellulase "Onozuka" RS 0.5 % (w/v) 
(Yakult Honsha Co., Ltd.) 

Rhozyme HP-150 0.5 
(Genencor) 

M. marina 

1.0 % (w/v) 

1.0 

Pectolyase Y-2 3 0.2 
(Seishin Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.) 

0 . 2  
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Protoplasts were released by gentle agitation of the cultures 

at 30 RPM for 14 h in the dark at 22 °C. 

Protoplasts were purified by filtration through nylon 

mesh (170) and collected via centrifugation at 104 x g for 4 

min. Protoplasts were washed one time with Kao2 protoplast 

culture medium and then resuspended in one ml of the culture 

medium. Protoplast yield and viability were determined using 

a Fuchs-Rosenthal Ultra-Plane hemacytometer and Evan's Blue 

dye. Two hundred ul of protoplasts were mixed with 50 ul of a 

1 % (w/v) solution of Evan's Blue (made up in the protoplast 

isolation solution without the enzymes), incubated thus for 2 

min and then examined and counted in the hemacytometer. 

Viable protoplasts were counted from a total of ten secondary 

squares (the dimensions of a secondary square volume are 1/16 

mm2 x 0.2 mm), five squares per chamber. The viable 

protoplasts were green and the nonviable were blue. 

To test for the effects of treatment, date and a 

treatment x date interaction on the response variable of 

protoplast yield, the raw data were statistically analyzed 

(SAS institute 1985) using a Fisher LSD procedure (Steel & 

Torrie 1980). (The effect of genotype was not analyzed 

because plants of each genotype were not equally vigorous in 

growth habit.) 
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Part II 

Materials 

Regen S seed were obtained from Dr. Steve Smith at the 

University of Arizona and from Dr. Bingham at the University 

of Wisconsin, Madison. Dr. Smith provided approximately 15 g 

of seed, and Dr. Bingham, 2 g. Approximately 30 seed of M. 

marina were also obtained from Dr. McCoy. These seed, the 

origin of which is denoted by GR 354, were collected in 1985 

by Dr. McCoy from plants maintained in a greenhouse in Reno, 

Nevada. Such plants were originally collected in Morocco in 

1983 by Dr. Mel Rumbaugh. 

Methods 

The development of procedures for the isolation, culture 

and fusion of cotyledon protoplasts were the major focus of 

this investigation, and as such, these procedures will be 

found in the Results. The procedures and modifications 

thereof that were evaluated for use with seedling cotyledons 

of Regen S and those of M. marina were as follows: for 

protoplast isolation, the procedures of Johnson et al. (1981), 

Grosser (1984) and Gilmour et al. (1987b); for protoplast 

culture, the procedures of Kao & Michayluk (1980), Johnson et 

al. (1981), Atanassov & Brown (1984), and Dijak & Brown 
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(1987a, 1987b); and for protoplast fusion, the procedures of 

Chand et al. (1988) and Thomzik & Hain (1988). 

With the exception of the method of Thomzik & Hain 

(1988), all of those methods that were evaluated for use in 

the present study—whether with mesophyll tissue, callus or 

seedling cotyledons—were methods that were used previously 

with alfalfa or with various species of Trifolium (Grosser 

1984) . The method of Thomzik & Hain is a method for the high 

frequency fusion of Brassica protoplasts which has also been 

used to fuse tobacco protoplasts at a high frequency (K. 

Harkins, pers. comm.)* 
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RESULTS 

As stated previously, the aim of this investigation was 

to develop procedures for the somatic hybridization of Regen 

S alfalfa and M. marina. This investigation was divided into 

two parts: experimentation on the isolation, culture and 

fusion of mesophyll and callus protoplasts, and 

experimentation on seedling cotyledon protoplasts. 

Various procedures and modifications thereof for 

protoplast isolation, culture and fusion were attempted with 

callus and mesophyll tissue. However, variable protoplast 

yields from callus and mesophyll tissue of Regen S and of M. 

marina hindered progress in the development of procedures 

towards their somatic hybridization. An experiment was 

conducted to determine if pretreatment of the mesophyll tissue 

in water or a nutrient medium would stabilize yields of 

mesophyll protoplasts from greenhouse-grown plants of Regen S 

and M. marina and thus permit development of such procedures. 

The results, as described in this section, indicated that 

pretreatment would be incapable of abetting the release of 

mesophyll protoplasts on a scale large enough to support 

experimentation. Thus, it was necessary to find another 

source of protoplasts with which to proceed with the 

development of the procedures for somatic hybridization. 

Seedling cotyledons proved to be a superior source of 
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protoplasts, and with that procedures were developed for (a) 

the isolation of seedling cotyledon protoplasts of Regen S and 

those of M. marina, (b) the culture of seedling cotyledon 

protoplasts of Regen S to macrocallus and those of M. marina 

to viable cells, and (c) the fusion of etiolated seedling 

cotyledon protoplasts of Regen S. These procedures, which 

constitute the major findings of this investigation, are found 

at the end of this section. 

Part I 

Pretreatment Experiment 

The materials in this experiment were M. marina genotypes 

2071-5, 2073-6 and 2074-2, and M. sativa Regen S clone R4. 

The physiological status of the materials was classified thus: 

2071-5 was vigorous; 2074-2 and R4 were fairly stabilized; and 

2073-6 was in a stressed condition. The youngest fully-

expanded leaf was the source of protoplasts. Leaves that were 

pretreated were incubated in water, Kao2 cell culture medium 

(Atanassov & Brown 1984), or one-half strength cell culture 

medium for 24 h prior to protoplast isolation. Untreated or 

control leaves were collected on the eve of isolation. 

Protoplast yields of M. marina genotypes were analyzed using 

a Fisher's LSD procedure to determine the effects on 

protoplast yield of the use of a population of two to three 
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plants as repeat donors (date), pretreatment as a measure to 

enhance protoplast yield (pretreatment), and the use of 

pretreatment as a measure to stabilize protoplast yields from 

repeat donors (date x pretreatment). Samples were obtained 

from plants of M. marina on two dates and from plants of Regen 

S on one date only because plants of the latter were 

unexpectedly cut-back. Raw data and the mean values for each 

experiment appear in Table 4 and in Table 5. 

Use of a population of two to three plants as protoplast 

donors over time (date) resulted in a decrease in protoplast 

yield; for genotypes 2071-5 and 2074-2, the decline in 

protoplast yield was statistically significant (P < 0.05; for 

both genotypes, the OSL=.0540). There were no statistically 

or practically significant differences between any of the 

pretreatments; hence, the use of a pretreatment did not prove 

to be a measure by which to enhance protoplast yield 

(pretreatment) . There were no practically significant effects 

of pretreatment as a measure to stabilize protoplast yields 

(pretreatment x date), though statistically, the effect of 

pretreatment as such a measure was significant for genotype 

2074-2 (P < 0.05, OSL = 0.0327). 

With regard to protoplast yields from mesophyll tissue of 

Regen S (Table 5) , there were no statistically significant 

differences detected between the control and the various 

pretreaments. Pretreatment, however, was practically 
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Table 4. Effect of leaf pretreatment on viable protoplast 
yield per trifoliate leaf for Medicago marina L. genotypes 
2071-5 and 2073-6. Trifoliate leaves were pretreated with 
water, Kao, cel1 culture medium (Atanassov & Brown 1984) or 
1/2 strength cell culture medium for 24 h prior to protoplast 
isolation. Raw data and mean values for each experiment with 
3 replicated leaves per genotype. 

Viable protoplast yield per trifoliate leaf 

Genotype 2071-5 2073-6 
Date 2/28/88 3/12/88 3/10/88 3/15/88 
Pretreatment 

control #1 7. 11 X 10° 5 .38 X 10* l. 88 X 104 i 0 

#2 7. 78 X 105 6 .93 X 103 l. 88 X 103 1. 88 X 103 

#3 1. 69 X 105 2 .81 X 104 l. 88 X 104 2. 50 X 103 

Mean 5. 52 X 105 2 .96 X 104 l. 32 X 104 1. 46 X 103 

water #1 1. 29 X 105 8 .00 X 104 5. 25 X 104 0 

#2 2. 18 X 105 4 .38 X 103 1. 24 X 105 8. 75 X 103 

#3 2. 90 X 105 9 .69 X 104 1. 31 X 104 1. 88 X 103 

Mean 2. 12 X 105 6 .04 X 104 6. 32 X 104 3. 54 X 103 

1/2 #1 2. 52 X 105 7 .50 X 103 0 1. 44 X 104 
Kao0 2 

#2 1. 20 X 105 1 .10 X 105 6. 88 X 103 1. 06 X 104 

#3 1. 37 X 105 7 .25 X 104 7. 06 X 104 3. 06 X 104 

Mean 1. 70 X 105 6 . 33 X 104 2. 58 X 104 1. 85 X 104 

Kao2 #1 2. 22 X 105 4 .31 X 104 0 5. 44 X 104 

#2 1. 58 X 105 4 .94 X 104 1. 68 X 105 6. 24 X 102 

#3 1. 11 X 105 7 .56 X 104 6. 25 X 103 1. 25 X 103 

Mean 1. 64 X 105 5 . 60 X 104 5. 81 X 104 1. 88 X 104 
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Table 5. Effect of leaf pretreatment on viable protoplast 
yield per trifoliate leaf for Medicago marina L. genotype 
2074-2 and M. sativa L. cv. Regen S, clone R4. Trifoliate 
leaves were pretreated in water, Kao, cell culture medium 
(Atanassov & Brown 1984) or 1/2 strength cell culture medium 
for 24 h prior to protoplast isolation. Raw data and mean 
values for each experiment with 3 replicated leaves per 
treatment. 

Viable protoplast yield per trifoliate leaf 

Genotype 2074-2 R4 
Date 3/11/88 3/16/88 3/25/91 
Pretreatment 

control #1 2.10 X 10° 6.25 X 10^ 6.25 X 10^ 

#2 8.75 X 104 0 0 

#3 8.06 X 104 6.25 X 102 0 

Mean 1.26 X 105 4.17 X 102 2.08 X 102 

water #1 2.38 X 104 2.50 X 103 5.44 X 104 

#2 8.75 X. 103 1.87 X 104 2.07 X 105 

#3 9.69 X 104 6.25 X 102 8.81 X 104 

Mean 4.32 X 104 8.40 X 103 1.17 X 105 

1/2 #1 1.94 X 104 5.12 X 104 9.69 X 104 
Kao, 

#2 6.25 X 104 6.69 X 104 2.03 X 105 

#3 2.07 X 104 8.13 X 103 3.81 X 105 

Mean 3.42 X 104 4.21 X 104 2.27 X 105 

Kao2 #1 4.38 X 103 6.06 X 104 1.64 X 105 

#2 1.38 X 104 7.50 X 103 1.09 X 105 

#3 4.63 X 104 8.88 X 104 1.84 X 105 

Mean 2.15 X 104 5.23 X 104 1.52 X 105 
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significant because its use permitted the isolation of enough 

protoplasts to experiment with protoplast culture. Without 

pretreatment, there were simply too few protoplasts for any 

type of experimentation. 

Part II 

Procedures for the growth of Regen S and M. marina 

seedling cotyledons and the isolation, culture and fusion of 

the seedling cotyledon protoplasts follow. All materials 

coming in contact with the cell cultures must be sterile. 

Procedures are performed in a laminar flow hood using sterile 

glassware, plasticware and solutions. Glassware, tools, 

Whataman paper and most of the solutions are sterilized by 

autoclaving at 121 °C for 20 min; culture media and the 

isolation and fusion-inducing solutions are filter-sterilized 

(0.45 um pore size). 

Growth of Seedling Cotyledons 

Materials 

Solutions and culture media (see p 66) 

95 % (v/v) Ethanol 

25 % (v/v) Bleach plus 4 drops Tween 20 per 1 bleach solution 
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Growth regulator-free SH medium 

Double-distilled deionized water 

Tools, plasticware and paper 

100 x 15 mm Plastic petri dishes (Falcon) 

Whataman #1 filter paper 

Parafilm 

Aluminum foil 

Equipment 

Growth chamber 

Method 

1. Sterilize seed by immersing the seed in 95% ethanol for 60 

s and 25% bleach plus Tween 20 for 3 min; rinse the seed 2x in 

sterile water. 

2. Sow 40 sterilized seed in a 100 x 15 mm petri dish on 

Whataman #1 filter paper soaked with 7 ml of growth regulator-

free SH medium. Parafilm the seam of the dish. 

3. Germinate the seeds in a growth chamber where the tempera

ture is 21 °C, the photoperiod is 16/8 h light/dark and the 

irradiance, as provided by incandescent and fluorescent 

lights, is 4500 lux. 
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4. To etiolate the seedlings, cover the petri dish with foil 

on day 4. 

5. Seven days from the date of sowing Regen S seed (14 days 

for seed of M. marina), add 2 ml of water to the culture dish. 

Return the dish to the growth chamber in darkness for one more 

day. 

Pre-treatment of seedling cotyledons slightly enhances 

protoplast yields. 

Isolation of Seedling Cotyledon Protoplasts 

Materials 

Solutions and culture media (see p. 66) 

5 % (v/v) Bleach plus 4 drops Tween 20 per 1 bleach solution 

CPW 13M plus 5 mM MES 

Protoplast isolation solution 

20 % (w/v) Sucrose solution 

Evan's Blue solution 

Protoplast culture medium 

Double-distilled deionized water 

Tools, glassware and plasticware 

Stainless steel sieve 
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Spatula 

Parafilm 

50 ml Erlenmeyer flasks 

250 ml Beakers 

15 ml Conical tip test tubes 

Pasteur pipettes with smooth tips 

Tubes, small (glass or plastic) 

Equipment 

Clinical centrifuge 

Rotary shaker 

Light microscope 

Fuchs-Rosenthal Ultra-Plane hemacytometer 

Reinforced cover slip 

Methods 

(A) Protoplast Isolation 

1. Add 2.5 ml of the isolation medium per 50 ml flask. 

2. Harvest the cotyledons for protoplast isolation by 

excision of the cotyledons from the seedlings. Weigh the 

cotyledon pairs. 

3. Sterilize the cotyledons in 5% bleach plus Tween 20 for 10 
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4. Cut the cotyledons into slices, 1 mm thick. 

5. Distribute the sliced cotyledons to the 50 ml flasks, 0.25 

g cotyledons per flask. 

To transfer the sliced cotyledons from the petri dish to the 

flask, moisten the slices with a few drops of the isolation 

solution before transfer. 

6. Cap the flasks with parafilm. 

The side of the parafilm facing the paper is sterile. 

7. Incubate the cultures in the dark, at 21 °C for 17 h; on 

an orbitol shaker, shake the cultures at 30 RPM. 

(B) Protoplast Purification 

1. Filter the protoplast culture through a stainless steel 

sieve, collecting the filtrate in a 250 ml beaker. 

2. With a spatula, mash the traces of cotyledons remaining on 

top of the sieve. 
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This will release protoplasts trapped in the tissue, and thus, 

enhance protoplast yield. 

3. Rinse the 50 ml flask with 10 ml of CPW 13H plus 5 mM MES, 

and pass the rinse over the mashed cotyledons on top of the 

sieve. 

4. Decant the filtrate in the 250 ml beaker into a 15 ml 

conical tip centrifuge tube. 

5. Centrifuge the filtrate at 104 x g for 4 min. 

6. Decant the supernatant and with a pasteur pipette (its tip 

flamed to smooth the edges), resuspend the pellet in 1 ml of 

CPW 13M plus 5 mM MES. 

7. On top of 5 ml of 20 % sucrose in a 15 ml conical tip 

centrifuge tube, layer the 1 ml of protoplast suspension. 

8. Centrifuge the sucrose gradient at 41 x g for 10 min. 

The protoplasts will band at the interface between the sucrose 

(bottom 5 ml) and the CPW 13M (top 1 ml). 

9. With a pasteur pipette, remove the band of protoplasts, 
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and place them in another 15 ml conical tip centrifuge tube. 

Removal of the interface can be difficult; it is acceptable to 

remove a bit of each solution (sucrose or CFW 13M) with the 

interface. 

10. Add 5 ml of CPW 13M plus 5 mM MES to the protoplasts and 

centrifuge at 104 x g for 4 min. 

11. Reduce the volume of the supernatant to 1 ml and then, 

resuspend the protoplasts. 

(C) Determination of Viable Protoplast Density and Yield 

1. In a small tube, mix 4 drops of the protoplast suspension 

with 1 drop of the Evan's Blue solution. 

2. In a Fuchs-Rosenthal Ultra-Plane hemacytometer covered 

with a reinforced cover slip, load the protoplast suspension 

into each of the two chambers. 

3. Examine the protoplast suspension with a light microscope 

under 10X magnification. Count the number of viable protopla

sts (nonviable protoplasts stain blue) in 5 secondary squares 

per chamber. 
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The dimensions of a secondary square volume in a Fuchs-

Rosenthal Ultra-Plane hemacytometer are 1.0 mm x 1.0 mm x 

0.2 mm. 

4. To determine viable protoplast density, multiply the 

average number of protoplasts for 10 secondary squares by the 

dilution factor (1.25) and the inverse of the volume of a 

secondary square (5000); multiply the density by the volume of 

the protoplast suspension to determine protoplast yield. 

Culture of Seedling Cotyledon Protoplasts 

Materials 

Culture media (see p. 66) 

Protoplast culture medium 

Cell culture medium 

Bjh callus culture medium 

SH callus culture medium 

Tools, glassware and plasticware 

Spatula 

15 ml Conical tip test tubes 

Pasteur pipettes with smooth tips 

100 x 15 mm Plastic quadrant petri dishes (Nunc) 
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60 x 15 mm Plastic petri dishes (Falcon) 

100 x 15 mm plastic petri dishes (Falcon) 

Hira cloth 

Parafilm 

Equipment 

Clinical centrifuge 

Growth chamber 

Methods 

(A) Protoplast Culture 

1. Adjust the density of the protoplast suspension to 5 x 104 

viable protoplasts per ml; centrifuge the suspension at 104 

x g for 4 min, resuspend the protoplast pellet in two ml of 

protoplast culture medium and centrifuge again at 104 x g for 

4 min, and then resuspend the pellet in the appropriate volume 

of culture medium to achieve the desired protoplast density. 

2. Plate out the protoplast suspension in 100 ul drops, 3 

drops per quadrant of a 100 x 15 mm quad petri dish. Paraf ilm 

the seam of the petri dish, wrap the dish in foil and grow the 

protoplasts in a growth chamber at 21 °C. 
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(B) Cell Culture 

1. On day 8 of culture (or day 15 for M. marina), dilute the 

100 ul drops of protoplasts with an equal volume of cell 

culture medium. Parafilm the dish, and return the culture to 

the growth chamber; grow the protoplasts with daily exposure 

to 16 h of fluorescent and incandescent light, at a combined 

intensity of 22 00 lux. 

Protoplast plating efficiency was determined on day 8 of 

culture before the addition of the cell culture medium. Using 

a pastuer pipette with a flamed tip, aliquots of protoplasts 

were removed from the cultures and placed in small test tubes. 

They were stained with Evan's Blue and then counted in a 

hemacytometer. 

A lighting intensity of 2200 lux was achieved by culturing the 

protoplasts under a sheet of mira cloth on the lower of the 

two racks in the growth chamber in which the lights were 

operating at full intensity (i.e. versus one-half intensity). 

2. For the next 6 weeks, dilute the cultures as indicated in 

step 1, i.e. every week add 3-100 ul drops of cell culture 

medium per quad. 
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The cell culture is now a thin layer of liquid containing 

small cell colonies. 

3. At the end of week 7 or the beginning of week 8, add 300 

ul cell culture medium per quad and then, transfer the small 

colonies from each quad to solid B5h (containing 8 g Bacto 

agar per 1 B5h) in 60 x 15 mm petri dishes. Parafilm the 

dishes, and return the cultures to the growth chamber. Grow 

the cells with daily exposure to 16 h of fluorescent and 

incandescent light at a combined intensity of 4500 lux. 

The lighting intensity of 4500 lux was achieved by removing 

the layer of mira cloth from atop the culture plates. 

(C) Callus Culture 

1. Week 10, transfer the callus to fresh plates (100 x 15 mm) 

of B5h; grow the cultures in the growth chamber as before (see 

step 3, cell culture). 

Induction of Protoplast Fusion 

Materials 

Solutions (see p. 66) 

FDA stock solution 
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RITC stock solution 

W5 plus 50 mM MES 

Fusion-inducing solution 

Glassware, plasticware and paper 

100 x 15 mm Plastic quadrant petri dishes (Nunc) 

Pasteur pipettes with smooth tips 

Parafilm 

Aluminum foil 

Equipment 

Incubator 

Inverted fluorescence microscope and filter packages 

Methods 

(A) Induction of Protoplast Fusion 

1. Fluorescently label the etiolated cotyledon protoplasts of 

Regen S during protoplast isolation. To one flask (0.25 g 

coyledons per 2.5 ml isolation medium per 50 ml erlenmeyer 

flask), add fluorescein diacetate (FDA) and to the other 

flask, rhodamine isothiocyanate (RITC). Add 6.25 ul dye stock 

per flask. Protoplast isolation and purification are as 

described above. 
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During protoplast purification, avoid exposure of the labeled 

protoplasts to light. 

2. Adjust the density of the protoplast suspensions to 2 x 106 

viable protoplasts per ml of W5 plus 50 mM MES. 

3. At a ratio of one to one, mix the FDA-labeled protoplasts 

with the RITC-labeled protoplasts. 

4. Using a pasteur pipette with a flamed tip, appose two 

equal size drops of the fusion-inducing solution in a quad of 

the petri dish. Add 1 drop of the protoplast suspension 

between each pair of drops. After the drops of fusion-inducing 

solution and protoplast suspension have coalesced, add two 

drops of fusion-inducing solution to each pole of the 

coalesced drop. Incubate the protoplasts in solution for 10 

min in the dark at 31 °C. 

The size of a drop of fusion-inducing solution must equal the 

that of the protoplast suspension, and the total number of 

drops of the fusion-inducing solution is six and that of the 

protoplast suspension is one. 

5. Elute the fusion-inducing solution with W5 plus MES. To 

the protoplast suspension, add one drop of W5 per min for 10 
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min and then, add 5 drops of W5 to flood the quadrant. 

Parafilm the dish and incubate the protoplasts in the dark, at 

21 °C for 2 h. 

If protoplasts are not to be cultured, they can be kept In W5 

plus MES until the assessment of fusion. 

(B) Assessment of Fusion Frequency 

Under UV illumination, examine the viable post-fusion protopl

asts for heterokaryons. FDA-labeled protoplasts are yellow; 

RITC-labeled protoplasts, red; and the heterokaryons, yellow 

and red. Twenty-four hours post-fusion, count the number of 

heterokaryons in a field of at least 200 viable protoplasts 

(Gilmour et al. 1987b). 
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Solutions and media are made with double-distilled 

deionized water and stored in the dark at 4 °C. 

(1) CPW 13M (Frearson et al .  1973) with 5 mM MES 

13 % (w/v) mannitol 

salt 
kh,po4 
kn63 
CaCl2 
MgS04 
Fe 2 (§0 4 )2•6^2® 
KI 4 J * 
CuS04 

5 mM MES ([2-N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid], sodium salt, 
Ultrol brand, M.W. 217.2, Calbiochem) 

pH 5.8 

Autoclave the solution at 121 °C for 20 min. 

(2) Protoplast Isolation Solution 

CPW 13M plus 5 mM MES 

1 % (w/v) Cellulase "Onozuka" RS (Yakult Honsha., Ltd.) 
1 % (w/v) Rhozyme HP-150 (Genencor) 
0.2 % (w/v) Pectolyase Y-23 (Seishin Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd.) 

Centrifuge the isolation solution for 5 min at 3500 x g to 
pellet insoluble salts. 

pH the supernatant to 5.8. 

Filter-sterilize the solution through a 0.45 um filter. 

mg 1 -1 
27.2 
100 
150 
250 
2.5 
0.16 
2.5 X 10 -4 
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(3) 20 % Sucrose Solution 

CPW 13M plus 5 mM MES 
20 % (w/v) sucrose 

Autoclave the solution at 121 °C for 20 min. 

(4) Evan's Blue Solution 

CPW 13M plus 5 mM MES (sterile) 
1% (w/v) Evan's Blue (Sigma) 

(5) FDA and RITC: Stock Solutions 

Fluorescein diacetate (FDA): 5 mg per ml in DMSO 

Rhodamine isothiocyanate (RITC) : 5 mg per ml in 95 % ethanol 

(6) W5 (Menczel & Wolfe 1984) with 50 mM MES 

155 mM NaCl 
125mM CaCl, 
5 mM KCL 
5 mM glucose 

50 mM MES 

pH the solution to 5.8. 

Autoclave the solution at 121 °C for 20 min. 

Although this solution was autoclaved, filter-sterilization of 
the solution may be preferable to avoid carmelizing the 
glucose. 
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(7) Fusion-Inducing Solution (Thomzik & Hain 1988) 

A. 2.5 g polyethylene glycol M.W. 6000-8000 (Koch Light) 
88 mg CaCl2.2H20 
180 mg mannitol 

Bring to 8.0 ml with water. 

B. Make a fresh glycine buffer, pH 10.0 

468 mg glycine in 25 ml water. 

pH the solution with 10 M NaOH. 

Before fusion, mix 800 ul of solution A, 100 ul solution B and 
100 ul DMSO (Fisher Biotech, Molecular Biology Grade). Filter 
sterilize the solution through a 0.45 um filter. 

(8) Protoplast Culture Medium (Dijak & Brown 1987a) 

Kao 1977 protoplast culture medium (Table 1, p. 19) modified 
to contain 0.6 M glucose, no zeatin and 0.5 mg l"1 6-
benzylaminopurine (BAP) 

pH 5.8 

Filter-sterilize this medium through a 0.45 um filter. 

(9) Cell Culture Medium (Dijak & Brown 1987a) 

Kao 1977 protoplast culture medium modified to contain 0.3 M 
glucose, no zeatin and 0.5 mg l-1 6-BAP 

pH 5.8 

Filter-sterilize this medium through a 0.45 um filter. 

(10) B5h (Walker et al. 1979), SH (Schenk & Hildebrandt 1972) 
and BOi2Y (Bingham et al. 1975) 

These media formulations appear in Table 6. 

Autoclave the media at 121 °C for 20 min. 
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Table 6. Media formulations for Bgh, SH and B0i2Y. 

Ingredients (mg 1-J") B5h SH B0i2Y 

(nh4)2so4 
nh4no3 
kno3 
Ca(NO3) 2  

CaC1.2HzO 
MgS04.7H20 
KH,P5, 
NaH,P0A.H90 

134 

2,500 

895 
500 

150 

2,500 

400 

300 

1000 
100 
347 

35 
300 
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FeS04.7H20 
Na-,. EDTA 

MnS04.H20 
ZnS04.7H20 
H,B0, 
Kl 
Na2Mo04.2H20 
CuS04.5H20 
CoCl2.6H20 

myo-inositol 
nicotinic acid 
pyridoxine.HC1 
thiamine.HC1 

glycine 
serine 
L-glutamine 
glutathione 
adenine 
yeast extract 

kinetin 
2,4-D 
pCPA 

sucrose 

agar 

PH 

27.8 
37.3 

10 
2 
3 
0.75 
0.25 
0.025 
0.025 

100 
1.0 
1.0 
10.0 

100 
800 
10 
1.0 

0 . 2  
1.0 

30,000 

9,000 

5.5 

15 
20 

10 
1 
5 
1 
0.1 
0.2 
0.1 

1000 
5 
0.5 
5.0 

0.1 
0.5 
2.0 

30,000 

6,000 

5.8-5.9 

23.7 
32 

4.4 
1.5 
1.6 
0.8 

100 
0.5 
0.1 
0.1 

2000 

30,000 

8,000 

5.9-6.0 
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In the development of procedures towards the somatic 

hybridization of Regen S alfalfa and M. marina, the present 

study established that while neither callus nor mesophyll 

tissue obtained from greenhouse-grown plants were suited to 

the demands of the research for an ongoing supply of 

physiologically uniform protoplasts, seedling cotyledons were 

an ideal source of such protoplasts. Plants and calli of M. 

marina grew too slowly to accomodate the research, and 

although the mesophyll tissue of plants of M. marina and Regen 

S could be a source of many protoplasts, the capacity of 

mesophyll tissue to donate protoplasts lessened with repeated 

usage of a plant. Furthermore, pretreatment of the mesophyll 

tissue in water or nutrient medium did not significantly 

enhance or stabilize protoplast yields such that the same 

population of plants could be used repeatedly. 

Experimentation with callus and mesophyll tissue as the 

primary materials produced a method for the isolation of 

mesophyll and callus protoplasts which was to become, after 

slight modification, the method for the isolation of cotyledon 

protoplasts. Several different protoplast culture media for 

the culture of mesophyll and callus protoplast were also 

explored. Included among these media were K77 (Kao 1977), KWM 

(Johnson et al. 1981), and Kao2 protoplast culture medium 
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(Atanassov & Brown 1984). Perhaps because it contained more 

sugar and thereby, provided a greater osmotic pressure, the 

latter medium was the most conducive to the culture of Regen 

S and M. marina protoplasts. In this medium, protoplasts of 

both species survived more frequently and divided more often. 

However, when dilution of the protoplast culture medium with 

cell culture medium was performed between day 17 and 21 

(Atanassov & Brown 1984), these protoplasts did not survive. 

The cells browned within 24 h of the dilution, presumably 

because of osmotic shock. 

Of those methods that were attempted in the fusion of 

mesophyll protoplasts or mesophyll and callus protoplasts, the 

method of Menczel et al. (1981) appeared to be the most 

promising. Its distinguishing feature was the use of DMSO in 

the fusion-inducing solution, and a variation of this method 

was used by Grosser (1984) to fuse mesophyll and suspension 

culture protoplasts of various species of Trifolium. 

With the use of seedling cotyledons as the primary 

material in this investigation, procedures were developed 

towards the somatic hybridization of Regen S alfalfa and M. 

marina. There are several reasons to explain the ideality of 

seedling cotyledons as a protoplast donor. Perhaps the most 

important is that they are never repeat protoplast donors, 

they are always first time donors. As such, they are always 

in what can be considered as uniform physiological condition 
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and that condition is one of optimum health. Seedling 

cotyledons are easy to grow. They require only a little space 

in a growth chamber, and unlike plants which require watering, 

fertilization and spraying or callus cultures which require 

subculture, seedling cotyledons require no such maintenance. 

As seedling cotyledons are germinated from sterilized seed, 

they are already sterile (unlike mesophyll tissue which must 

be sterilized), but as a precaution taken to ensure cultural 

sterility, the seedling cotyledons can themselves be 

sterilized. Alfalfa cotyledon protoplasts also have a plating 

efficiency about twice that of the mesophyll protoplasts (Lu 

et al. 1983) , and the cotyledons themselves have been shown to 

make highly embryogenic explants—about three times as 

embryogenic as mesophyll tissue (Brown & Atanassov 1985). 

Furthermore, the presence of greater genetic diversity in a 

population of seedling cotyledon protoplasts increases the 

probability of regeneration. 

Summary of Procedures 

The procedures that were developed for cotyledon 

protoplast isolation, culture and fusion follow. Cotyledon 

protoplasts (Figure 3), green or etiolated, were isolated from 

M. sativa cv. Regen S cotyledons 8 days from the date the 

seeds were sown (and 15 days, for M. marina) in a solution 
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Figure 3. Source material. Collection of protoplasts 
isolated from green seedling cotyledons of Medicago sativa L. 
cv. Regen S. 
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containing the salts of Frearson et al. (1973), 13 % (w/v) 

mannitol, 5 mM MES, and the enzymes cellulase "Onozuka" RS 

(l % [w/v]), Rhozyme HP-150 (l % [w/v]) and Pectolyase Y-23 

(0.2 % [w/v]). Cotyledons were thinly sliced and isolated 

overnight (17 h) in the dark at 21 °C with gentle agitation at 

30 RPM. Thus isolated, cotyledon protoplasts were purified 

via filtration through a stainless steel sieve, centrifugation 

at 104 x g for 4 min to collect the protoplasts and flota-

tion/centrifugation on a 20 % (w/v) sucrose layer. Protoplasts 

were collected at the interface and washed one time in CPW 13M 

plus 5 mM MES, and then collected by centrifugation and 

resuspended in one ml of the CPW solution. Protoplast density 

was determined using a Fuchs-Rosenthal hemacytometer. The 

density of the protoplasts was adjusted to 5 x 104 protoplasts 

per ml, for protoplast culture, or to 2 x 106 protoplasts per 

ml, for protoplast fusion. The protoplasts were then washed 

one more time: for protoplast culture, the protoplasts were 

washed with the protoplast cuture medium of Dijak & Brown 

(1987a); for fusion, the protoplasts were suspended in W5 plus 

50 mM MES (Menczel & Wolfe 1984). 

Cotyledon protoplasts were plated in 100 ul drops, 3 

drops per quad, in quadrant petri plates. The cultures were 

placed in the dark at 21 °C for 7 days. On day 8 (and day 15, 

for M. marina), the cells were diluted with an equal volume of 

cell culture medium (Dijak & Brown 1987a) and put on a 16/8 h 
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light (2200 lux)/dark photoperiod. Dilution of the cell 

culture with cell culture medium occurred weekly for the next 

six weeks. Seven weeks post-isolation, cell colonies were 

diluted with more cell culture medium, plated on top of solid 

B5h medium and exposed to brighter light (4500 lux). Callus 

formed from the cell colonies within two weeks. 

For protoplast fusion, protoplasts were fluorescently 

labeled during isolation: one population of etiolated 

cotyledon protoplasts of Regen S was labeled with FDA, and the 

other with RITC. Labeled protoplasts were mixed, one to one, 

at a density of 2 x 106 protoplasts per ml. Two drops of the 

fusion-inducing solution were apposed, and in between these 

drops was added a drop of protoplast suspension. Two pairs of 

drops of PEG solution were then added, opposite each other, to 

the drop of protoplasts. Protoplasts were incubated in the 

dark at 31 °C for 10 min. PEG was eluted from the protoplasts 

with buffered W5 at a rate of one drop of W5 per min for 10 

min. The plate containing the protoplast was then flooded by 

the addition of 5 drops of buffered W5. Protoplasts were 

incubated in the dark at 21 °C for 24 h. Fusion was assessed 

by fluorescence microscopy with UV light. 

The methods from which the procedures towards the somatic 

hybridization of Regen S and M. marina were derived were those 

of Grosser (1984) and Gilmour et al. (1987b) for the isolation 

of cotyledon protoplasts; the methods of Dijak & Brown (1987a) 
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and Atanassov & Brown (1984) for the culture of cotyledon 

protoplasts, and the method of Thomzik & Hain (1988) for the 

fusion of cotyledon protoplasts of Regen S. 

The values obtained for viable protoplast yield per gram 

fresh weight are presented in Table 7, those for the 

percentage plating efficiency of Regen S etiolated seedling 

cotyledon protoplasts at day 8 are presented in Table 8, and 

the fusion frequencies of Regen S etiolated seedling cotyledon 

protoplasts obtained using differing amounts of DMSO in the 

fusion-inducing solution are presented in Table 9. 

Protoplast Isolation 

Isolation Solution 

In the present study, a protoplast isolation solution 

similar to that used by Gilmour et al. (1987a) to isolate 

cotyledon protoplasts of M. sativa L. cv. "Europe" (2n = 4x = 

32) and those of the wild species M. difalcata Sinsk. (2n = 4x 

= 32), M. falcata L. (2n = 4x = 32), M. glutinosa Beib. (2n = 

4x = 32) , M. hemicycla Grossh. (2n = 2x = 32) and M. varia 

Martyn (2n = 4x = 32), was used to isolate protoplasts from 

cotyledons of M. sativa L. cv. Regen S (2n = 4x = 32) and M. 

marina L. (2n = 2x = 32). The isolation solution used in the 

present study and the solution used by Gilmour et al. employed 

CPW 13M as the basal salts solution and osmoticum. The 
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Table 7. Mean values for viable protoplast yield per gram 
fresh weight of tissue. Medicago marina L. mesophyll 
protoplasts were isolated without pretreatment from 
greenhouse-grown plants in January of 1990. 

Viable protoplast yield per g f.wt. 

Protoplast source M. marina L. M. sativa L. cv. Regen S 

Green cotyledons 4. 81 X 10° 1. 01 X 10° 

Etiolated cotyledons 
RITC-labeled 1. 07 X 10° 
FDA-labeled 1. 06 X 106 

Mesophyll tissue 
genotype 2074-2 1. 33 X 10® 
genotype 2073-6 3. 61 X 106 
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Table 8. Effect of protoplast culture medium on the percent
age plating efficiency on day 8 of culture of etiolated 
cotyledon protoplasts of Medicago sativa L. cv. Regen S. 
Protoplasts were cultured in either DB+ (Dijak & Brown 1987a) 
or DB~ protoplast culture media. DB~ consists of the mineral 
salts, the sugars glucose and sucrose, the vitamins 
thiamine.HCl, pyridoxine.HCl and nicotinamide, and the growth 
regulators 2,4-D, NAA and 6-BAP of DB+. Cells were counted in 
five secondary squares per chamber of a Fuchs-Rosenthal 
hemacytometer. Mean ± SD values for two successive 
experiments each with 3 replicated dishes per treatment. 
There were no statistically significant differences between 
treatments. 

Protoplast culture medium Percentage plating efficiency 

DB"*" 19.51 ± 8.25 

DB~ 16.08 ± 13.20 
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Table 9. Effect of the percentage of dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) 
in the fusion-inducing solution (Thomzik & Hain 1988) on the 
frequency of protoplast fusion between etiolated seedling 
cotyledon protoplasts of Medicago sativa L. cv. Regen S. One 
population of etiolated cotyledon protoplasts was labeled with 
fluorescein diacetate (FDA) and the other population was 
labeled with rhodamine isothiocyanate (RITC). Protoplasts 
were fused according to the modified method of Thomzik and 
Hain, as it is delineated in the Results. Fusion was assessed 
using an inverted fluorescent microscope and each sample is 
represented by a count of at least 200 viable protoplasts 
(Gilmour et al. 1987b); heterokaryons were identified by 
their dual-label. Mean ± SD values for one experiment with 3 
replicated dishes. Values followed by different letters were 
significantly different at the 5% level. 

DMSO % (v/v) Fusion frequency 

0 0.5 ± 0.4c 

5.0 3.0 ± 0.2be 

7.5 6.7 ± 2.7b 

10.0 16.0 ± 2.5a 
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isolation solution used in the present study, however, 

differed from that used by Gilmour et al. (1987b) and from 

those solutions used in other procedures for the isolation of 

Regen S alfalfa mesophyll protoplasts (Johnson et al. 1981; 

Atanassov & Brown 1984; Dijak & Brown 1987a) in the use of the 

enzymes cellulase "Onozuka" RS and Pectolyase Y-23. 

Typically, the solution for the isolation of Regen S alfalfa 

mesophyll protoplasts has contained the enzymes cellulase 

"Onozuka" RIO, the pectinase Macerozyme RIO and the 

hemicellulase, Rhozyme. While Johnson et al. (1982) found the 

addition of Pectolyase Y-23 to the protoplast isolation 

solution was necessary to release protoplasts from the wild 

species M. lupulina and M. disciformis, Pectolyase Y-23 has 

not been used otherwise in the isolation of Medicago 

protoplasts. In the isolation of protoplasts from mesophyll 

tissue and suspension culture cells of Trifolium, however, 

both Pectolyase Y-23 and cellulase "Onozuka" RS were used in 

place of cellulase "Onozuka" RIO and Macerozyme RIO to 

increase protoplast yields rather than to simply ensure a 

yield of protoplasts (Grosser 1984). 

Cellulase "Onozuka" RS and Pectolyase Y-23 have greater 

enzymatic activity than do their competitors, cellulase 

"Onozuka" RIO and Macerozyme RIO, respectively. Whereas 

Macerozyme RIO has only endo-polygalacturonase activity, 

Pectolyase Y-23 has two types of pectinase activity. The 
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manufacturer of Pectolyase Y-23, Seishin Pharmaceutical Co., 

Ltd. lists its activities as consisting of endo-

polygalacturonase and endo-pectin lyase as well as a 

maceration stimulating factor that enhances the activities of 

the pectinases. Cellulase "Onozuka" RS has not only greater 

enzymatic activity than does RIO, but the makers of the two 

enzymes, Yakult Honsha Co. Ltd., report that cellulase 

"Onozuka" RS is also capable of producing protoplasts from a 

wider range of plant cells. This enzyme also yields 

protoplasts with a greater tendency to resynthesize their cell 

walls than those produced via cellulase RIO. In the present 

study, neither enzyme was found to be necessary to isolate 

protoplasts from mesophyll tissue, callus or seedling 

cotyledons of Regen S or from those of M. marina, but their 

use in the isolation solution did enhance protoplast yields 

from tissues of both species. 

Protoplast Purification 

The method of protoplast purification employed by the 

present study included sucrose flotation which is not 

generally used in the purification of Medicago protoplasts. 

Typically, alfalfa protoplasts have been purified by the 

filtration/centrifugation/wash method: filtration of the 

protoplast suspension through mesh to remove large cell debri, 
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centrifugation at low speed to collect the protoplasts and to 

separate them from small cell debri (cell trash) and finally, 

several washings of the pellet (involving resuspension in 

fresh solution and centrifugation) to remove any trace of cell 

trash and enzymes. In the present study, however, the use of 

this method was found to yield an impure suspension of 

protoplasts, one which was tainted by the presence of cell 

trash capable of interfering with both protoplast culture and 

fusion. To refine the protoplast preparation, sucrose 

flotation was incorporated into the routine method of 

protoplast purification. Though the use of sucrose flotation 

decreased protoplast yield, the resultant protoplast 

suspensions were free from the cell debri that could confound 

protoplast culture and fusion. 

Protoplast Culture 

Regen S 

Culture Media 

Without exception, Regen S protoplasts and protoplast-

derived cells have been cultured in a variation of the complex 

protoplast culture medium of Kao (Table 1, p. 19); however, 

the minimum requirements for protoplast culture and 

regeneration have not been analyzed heretofor. The present 

study undertook a comparative study of the behaviour of 
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etiolated cotyledon protoplasts in a "complex" protoplast 

culture medium that was derived from K77 and in a protoplast 

culture medium that was simple in composition. The latter 

more closely resembled a tissue culture medium than a 

protoplast culture medium. Protoplasts were cultured in the 

protoplast culture medium for the first seven days and then 

diluted with cell culture medium—simple or complex, depending 

on the type of protoplast culture medium—weekly, for the next 

six weeks. The comparative study was to continue through the 

processes of callus growth, induction and differentiation. 

Immediately prior to callus growth protoplast-derived cells 

growing in the complex protoplast and cell culture media 

became contaminated and caused the comparative study to come 

to an end. Those cells grown in the simple media were, 

however, cultured to macrocallus and then induced to form 

somatic embryos, though somatic embryos did not develop. 

The complex protoplast and cell culture media were 

designated DB+ (Dijak & Brown 1987a), and they differ from one 

another only in the amount of glucose. The former contains 

108 g l"1 glucose, and the latter, 54 g l"1 glucose. The 

simple protoplast and cell culture media, designated DB~, were 

identical in composition to those of DB+ except that the media 

of DB~ lacked the organic acids, casamino acids, coconut 

water, the vitamins D-calcium pantothenate, folic acid, p-

aminobenzoic acid, biotin, choline chloride, riboflavin, 
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ascorbic acid, vitamin A, vitamin D, and vitamin B12» as well 

as the sugars fructose, ribose, xylose, mannose, rhamnose, 

cellobiose, sorbitol, and mannitol. (Conversely, the 

ingredients in DB" which were retained from DB+ were the 

mineral salts, the vitamins inositol, nicotinamide, 

pyridoxine-HCl, and thiamine-HCl, the growth regulators 2,4-D, 

NAA and 6-BAP, and the sugars glucose and sucrose.) 

Cultural Behaviour 

The difference in the ingredients between the simple and 

complex protoplast culture media, DB~ and DB+, did not 

significantly effect plating efficiency—a measure of cell 

division (Table 8; Figure 4). However, by about three weeks 

into cell culture, and thereafter, cells in DB+ behaved 

differently from those in DB~. By day 27, cells in DB+ were 

greening and forming small colonies visible to the naked eye 

(Figure 5) whereas cells in DB~ remained achlorophyllous and 

uncolonized. Not until about a week later did cells growing in 

DB~ cell culture medium colonize and green, though these cells 

were never as chlorophyllous as cells cultured in DB+. During 

the last two weeks of cell culture, cell colonies in DB+ and 

in DB~ dispersed into single cells and then formed new cell 

colonies (Figure 6) but the cells in DB~ manifested this 

behaviour several days later than did those cells in DB+. 



Figure 4. Day 8 of protoplast culture in DB+ protoplast 
culture medium: etiolated seedling cotyledon protoplasts of 
Medicago sativa L. cv. Regen S. 
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Figure 5. Day 27 of culture: etiolated seedling cotyledon 
protoplast-derived cell colonies of Medicago sativa L. cv. 
Regen S in DB+ cell culture medium.-



Figure 6. Day 37 of culture: etiolated seedling cotyledon 
protoplast-derived cells of Medicago sativa L. cv. Regen S in 
DB+ cell culture medium. 
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Regeneration 

Cells in DB+ became contaminated, and the comparative 

study of cells grown in a complex medium with those cells 

grown in a simple medium could not be continued. Cells in DB', 

however, were transferred, in succession to media for cell 

dedifferentiation and callus proliferation, induction of 

somatic embryogenesis and differentiation. The media and the 

schedule of media changes employed in the present study for 

the process of regeneration, starting with the production of 

callus and ending with differentiation, conformed to the 

procedure of Atanassov & Brown (1984). Protoplast-derived 

cells were transferred from the DB' cell culture medium to Bsh 

and cultured whence for two weeks to promote cell 

dedifferentiation and callus proliferation. The calli were 

then cultured on SH medium containing 11 mg l"1 2,4-D and 1 mg 

l"1 kinetin for 21 days to induce somatic embryogenesis. 

Finally, the calli, which were presumably "induced", were 

cultured for two months on hormone-free B0i2Y to promote 

differentiation of the induced cells into somatic embryos. 

Atanassov & Brown (1984) did not describe the 

environmental conditions suited to each particular stage of 

regeneration. Based on the conditions they described for the 

growth of protoplast-derived cells following the commencement 

of cell division, however, the environmental conditions that 
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would be inferred would consist of continuous fluorescent 

light at 25 uEm~2s~1, a temperature of 25 °C and high 

humidity. Cells in this study, however, were cultured 

differently. The intention was to culture the protoplast-

derived cells—whether for callus growth, induction or 

differentiation—under the conditions that the present study 

determined as conducive to the sustained division of 

protoplast-derived cells during cell culture, i.e. under 

incandescent and fluorescent lighting at a combined intensity 

of 4500 lux, a 16/8 light/dark photoperiod and a temperature 

of 21 °C. Shortly into induction, however, the culture 

chamber became unavailable for use. Thus, for the remainder 

of induction and for the entirety of differentiation, the 

calli were cultured on a bench in a basement lab with a window 

where the light quantity, light quality and temperature all 

fluctuated, not only by the minute, but with each passing week 

from the middle of March to the beginning of May. 

Under these conditions, calli, but not somatic embryos 

formed. The calli were friable, they grew rapidly and, as the 

calli proliferated and dedifferentiated, they lost any hint of 

green color. There was no sign, however, of an organized 

structure. 
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Green cotyledon protoplasts of M. marina were cultured in 

DB+ protoplast culture medium for 16-17 days after which they 

became contaminated by bacteria. Because there were so few 

seed of M. marina available, no further work could be done on 

the culture of M. marina cotyledon protoplasts. However, 

given the seed available, which numbered about 30, the present 

study established that not only could green cotyledon 

protoplasts be isolated using the same isolation procedure as 

that used to isolate Regen S protoplasts, but that the same 

protoplast culture medium used to grow Regen S cotyledon 

protoplasts could also support the growth of M. marina 

cotyledon protoplasts. Cotyledon protoplasts of M. marina 

differed from those of Regen S in that they required the 

composition of the culture medium to change less rapidly. 

Cotyledon protoplast cultures of M. marina that were treated 

as were cultures of Regen S, i.e. involving the dilution of 

the protoplast culture with cell culture medium on day 8, died 

within 24 h of the addition of culture medium. Cultures of M. 

marina cotyledon protoplasts that were diluted on day 15, 

however, remained viable for at least a day before 

contamination of the cultures occurred. 

No known regenerable genotypes of M. marina exist and 

therefore, calli of M. marina produced from protoplasts would 
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not be expected to regenerate. Regen S, on the other hand, is 

a highly regenerable cultivar. Under the appropriate cultural 

conditions, over 67 % of Regen S genotypes will regenerate 

from tissue explant-derived callus. Furthermore, cotyledons 

of Regen S make highly embryogenic explants. Forty-five 

percent of Regen S genotypes formed somatic embryos from 

cotyledon explants versus only 17 % of those genotypes 

regenerating from mesophyll tissue explants (Brown & Atanassov 

1985). Hence, cotyledon protoplasts of Regen S would be 

expected to regenerate via somatic embryogenesis at a high 

frequency. And, as they did not, the question arises as to 

why not. 

For regeneration to proceed, protoplast-derived cells 

must be competent to respond to the inductive stimulus, the 

inductive stimulus must reach the competent cells and induce 

them to differentiate, and finally, the induced cells must 

differentiate. As the particulars of the cultural conditions 

employed in the present study—the media, the schedule of 

media changes, the environmental conditions—did not support 

regeneration of cotyledon protoplasts of Regen S, they are all 

suspect as factors that impeded or prevented the production of 

competent cells, induction or differentiation. 

The environmental conditions employed for most of 

induction and the entirety of differentiation were not ideal. 

There were shifts in temperature, light intensity and quality, 
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photoperiod, and humidity, which, in contrast to the habitable 

constancy that prevails in a growth chamber, made for a 

chaotic and perhaps, challenging, environment. Given the 

status of the cells at induction as dedifferentiated, it is 

possible that they were, and indeed seemed to be, unable to do 

anything more than simply survive. Under the conditions that 

the present study had to employ for induction and 

differentiation—those of high temperature, bright light, 

aridity and a long day—the rates of nutrient uptake and 

metabolism could also have been such that the cells did not 

acquire competence or they did not respond to the inductive 

stimulus or if induced, the cells failed to differentiate. 

Furthermore, competent cells may have become incompetent or 

the inductive stimulus may have been modified. 

As these cells under study were products of the DB~ 

protoplast and cell cultures, the possibility exists that the 

DB~ media did not contain the components required by the cells 

to acquire competence. The behaviour of cells growing in the 

DB~ cell culture medium has already been established as 

different from that of cells growing in DB+; cells growing in 

the former produced less chlorophyll and colonized less 

rapidly and less frequently than did cells growing in the 

latter. The loss of the cells raised in the DB+ media, 

however, prevents a comparison to the cells under study, and 

it prevents a comparison between the two media types, complex 
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and simple, as sources of potential differences in 

regeneration. 

Induction of Protoplast Fusion 

In the present study, several methods for the induction 

of protoplast fusion—including those of Keller & Melchers 

(1974), Menczel et al. (1981), Grosser (1984), Kao & Saleem 

(1986) and Gilmour et al. (1987b)—were attempted in the 

fusion of mesophyll protoplasts and in the mixed fusion of 

mesophyll and callus protoplasts. Not one of them actually 

induced fusion of the given experimental materials, although 

the method of Menczel et al. (1981) produced protoplast 

agglutination. Hence, when attempting fusion between 

cotyledon protoplasts of Regen S, the methods that were 

employed to induce fusion not those attempted previously, but 

rather the most recently published method for the fusion of 

alfalfa cotyledon protoplasts, that of Chand et al. (1988), 

and a method for the fusion of Brassica protoplasts, that of 

Thomzik & Ha in (1988). The latter method had been used 

successfully by a technician at the University of Arizona (K. 

Harkins, pers. comm.) to fuse tobacco protoplasts at a high 

frequency. 
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The small scale chemical method of Chand et al., a method 

for the high frequency fusion of cotyledon protoplasts of M. 

sativa and M. falcata, did not produce fusion between seedling 

cotyledon protoplasts of Regen S. Fusion was attempted 

between green cotyledon protoplasts and green and etiolated 

cotyledon protoplasts. The brand of PEG employed in the 

fusion-inducing solution was one that Chand et al. found to be 

nontoxic to the protoplasts (Koch Light, M.W. 6000) . However, 

the suspending medium of 9 % (w/v) mannitol proved too 

hypotonic for the alfalfa protoplasts. 

To remedy the problem of protoplast lysis, lanthenum, a 

trivalent cation used previously to minimize lysis of Avena 

sativa protoplasts (Glaser & Donath 1988) and erythrocytes 

(Ahkong & Lucy 1986), was added to the suspending medium at 

concentrations ranging from 10 uM to 5 mM. (Calcium was not 

used because Chand et al. suspected it to decrease post-fusion 

protoplast viability and cell division.) The addition of 

lanthenum to the suspending medium, however, did not seem to 

remedy the problem without consequence. Although there 

appeared to be less lysis, the protoplasts underwent a change 

in shape and in behaviour that did not seem to be amenable to 

protoplast fusion: protoplasts warped and they clumped 

together in large masses. If fusion had been a possibility, 
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such change would have potentially promoted mass fusion rather 

than fusion of protoplast pairs. 

Method of Thomzik & Hain (1988) 

Protoplast fusion between cotyledon protoplasts of Regen 

S was achieved immediately with the method of Thomzik & Hain. 

Throughout the entire study, the method of Thomzik & Hain was 

the only method that proved capable of inducing fusion. This 

method was derived from that of Menczel & Wolfe (1984). 

Menczel & Wolfe developed their method for the fusion of 

mesophyll and hypocotyl protoplasts of Brassica. The fusion-

inducing solution contained PEG (M.W. 8000, 10 % [w/v]) and 

DMSO (10 % [v/v]) at high pH (10.0). Its use resulted in a 

high fusion frequency (from 15-17 % of the surviving 

protoplasts) and allowed for the immediate isolation of 

heterokaryons from among the unfused protoplasts. The 

inclusion of DMSO in the fusion-inducing solution was found to 

markedly influence the fusion frequency. At 3 % (w/v) DMSO, 

the fusion frequency dropped from approximately 16 % to less 

than 1.0 %. The method was not conducive to the survival of 

mesophy11-mesophy11 protoplast fusions, however, because of 

the instability of the mesophyll protoplasts during elution. 

But, the addition of 0.2 M mannitol to the fusion-inducing 

solution was found to render the mesophyll protoplasts 
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considerably more stable and make feasible the use of the 

method for mesophyll-mesophyll fusion. 

As with Menczel & Wolfe, Thomzik & Hain fused mesophyll 

and hypocotyl protoplasts of Brassica, but they modified the 

fusion-inducing solution of Menczel and Wolfe to contain the 

0.2 M mannitol. They added calcium to the fusion-inducing 

solution and increased the concentration of PEG in the fusion-

inducing solution from 10 to 15 %. The result of these 

changes in the materials and methods was an increase in the 

fusion frequency of hypocotyl and mesophyll protoplasts of 

Brassica from about 16 % to over 20 %. However, to achieve 

this frequency of fusion, Thomzik & Hain stressed the 

necessity of washing the protoplasts with W5 prior to fusion. 

In the present study, the method of Thomzik & Hain was 

modified to improve protoplast survival and fusion frequency 

of cotyledon protoplasts of Regen S: the temperature at which 

fusion was conducted was raised from room temperature to 31 

°C, MES (50 mM) was added to the suspending medium (W5), the 

pH of the suspending and eluting media was raised from 5.5 to 

5.8, elution was conducted over a period of 10 min (instead of 

5 min), and the post-fusion protoplasts were incubated in the 

dark. The factor which was most critical to the success of 

the method, however, was the use of etiolated cotyledon 

protoplasts. They withstood the fusion procedure at a much 

higher frequency than did green cotyledon protoplasts. For 
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this reason, the fusion experiments that follow were conducted 

using etiolated cotyledon protoplasts. 

Effect of DMSO on Fusion Frequency 

The present study conducted an experiment to determine if 

DMSO enhanced the fusion of etiolated cotyledon protoplasts of 

Regen S. Three concentrations of DMSO were tested: 5, 7.5 and 

10 % (v/v). The experiment was performed once, in triplicate. 

The results are presented in Table 9. A t-test established 

that there were statistically significant differences between 

the control and the 7.5 % and 10 % DMSO treatments, but not 

between the control and the 5 % DMSO treatment. Strikingly, 

the results obtained in the present study were nearly 

identical to those of Menczel & Wolfe (1984) who observed that 

in the fusion-inducing solution containing 3 % (v/v) DMSO, the 

frequency of fusion of Brassica mesophyll and hypocotyl 

protoplasts was less than one percent, and in the solution 

containing 10 % (v/v) DMSO, the frequency was approximately 

16 %. 

The frequency of fusion as effected by the concentration 

of DMSO in the fusion-inducing solution (5, 7.5 and 10 %) was 

also assessed after a 5 min (rather than a 10 min) incubation 

time. There were only enough protoplasts remaining from the 

above experiment to allow for a single sample per DMSO 
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treatment. At 5 min, the fusion frequencies were 0.35 % for 

the control (no DMSO), 1.33 % for the 5 % DMSO treatment, and 

there was no fusion for treatments of 7.5 and 10 % DMSO. When 

compared to the fusion frequencies obtained for 5, 7.5 and 10 

% DMSO at the 10 min incubation time, the results of this 

preliminary experiment with a shorter incubation time suggest 

that DMSO enhances fusion during the last 5 min of the 

incubation period, and the fusion that is not enhanced by DMSO 

is virtually complete in the first 5 min of the incubation. 

Though the fusogenic capacity of DMSO has not been elucidated, 

it may be related to the amphipathic nature of the molecule 

which would allow DMSO to interact with both the membrane-

bound water and the hydrophilic components of the bilayer, as 

well as the hydrophobic membrane constituents. 

Assessment of Protoplast Fusion 

Protoplast fusion was assessed by inverted fluorescence 

microscopy. Post-fusion protoplasts were observed in the 

petri dish in which they were fused under two types of 

fluorescent light—one type that stimulated RITC and another 

that stimulated FDA. This involved a back and forth movement 

between two filter packages to locate those protoplasts in the 

field of view that fluoresced under both types of 

illumination. Variable intensity protoplast labeling, cross-
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labeling and the presence of few viable protoplasts in a 

single microscopic field of view, however, confounded the 

identification of heterokaryons and may have affected the 

estimation of fusion frequency. 

The present study defines cross-labeling as the 

acquisition of the other fluorescent label by a protoplast 

that is already fuorescently labeled. Though the existence of 

cross-labeling was not ascertained, observation of post-fusion 

protoplasts that were labeled intensely with one label and 

only faintly with the other label implied its existence. Such 

a phenomenon would result from the post-fusion incubation of 

viable protoplasts with lysed protoplasts that have lost their 

label to the surrounding medium. In this way, protoplasts 

labeled with RITC would become labeled with FDA and vice 

versa. Thus, cross-labeling would be a significant factor in 

overestimating fusion frequency. 

An overestimation or an understimation of fusion 

frequency could also result from the presence of a low number 

of viable protoplasts in the field of view. To calculate 

fusion frequency, a minimum number of 200 protoplasts was 

counted. This involved moving from one field of view to 

another to find the requisite number of protoplasts. In the 

moving, however, there was always a chance that protoplasts 

were being recounted. If a portion of a field of view that 

contained heterokaryons at a lower frequency than did the 
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field as a whole were to be recounted, then an underestimation 

of fusion frequency would result. Conversely, if a portion of 

a field of view that contained heterokaryons at a higher 

frequency than did the field as a whole were to be recounted, 

then an overestimation of fusion frequency would result. 

To avoid the problems associated with counting the 

protoplasts in the plate in which they were fused, attempts 

were made to count fusion products in a hemacytometer. This 

method, however, also presented problems. The first of these 

was that it was necessary to sacrifice the contents of a petri 

plate to obtain representative samples of the protoplasts. 

When conducting fusion on a small scale, as was done in the 

present study, however, the loss of protoplasts from even one 

dish is substantial and cannot usually be afforded when 

heterokaryons are to be cultured. The second problem, also 

related to obtaining a representative sample, occurs when 

protoplasts adhere to the petri plate. In the presence of 

DMSO, protoplasts and fusion products are generally free-

floating—in fact, this is one advantage to the use of a DMSO-

containing fusion-inducing solution in that it permits 

immediate isolation of the fusion products via 

micromanipulation or fluorescence-activated cell sorting 

(FACS)—but in the present study, there were still a few 

protoplasts that adhered to the plate. As a result of the 

loss of viable protoplasts or heterokaryons or both (broken 
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protoplasts did not seem to adhere as often), there could 

result an underestimation or overestimation of fusion 

frequency. The former could occur should heterokaryons adhere 

more tightly than viable unfused protoplasts, and the latter 

would occur should it be the unfused protoplasts that adhere 

the most tightly. The last of the problems that was 

encountered when counting post-fusion protoplasts in a 

hemacytometer was protoplast clumping. This made counting 

difficult, though not necessarily more difficult than counting 

the protoplasts in the fusion plate. 

The last problem associated with an estimation of fusion 

frequency is variability in labeling intensity. In the 

present study, protoplasts labeled faintly with both labels 

were not counted as heterokaryons; only those protoplasts 

that were labeled intensely with both labels were counted as 

such. Doubts as to the authenticity of a heterokaryon that 

was labeled faintly with FDA and with RITC, however, could 

lead to an underestimation of fusion frequency. 

Hence, in arriving at the estimations of fusion frequency 

that appear in Table 9, variable labeling intensity, potential 

cross-labeling, and the presence of too few protoplasts in a 

single microscopic field were potent factors with which to 

contend. Whether their impact was real, pushing the 

estimations in one direction or the other, or whether their 

impact was real and null, was obviously not ascertained. 
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Rather, the potential existence of these phenomena are 

pointed out to illuminate the actual event of fusion 

assessment and to indicate how the reported fusion assessments 

might be at fault, and how they became so. A count of the 

post-fusion protoplasts in a hemacytometer would allow one to 

determine the total number of heterokaryons produced in a 

given fusion experiment, and it would avoid the problem of re

counting the same protoplasts that leads to a miscalculation 

of fusion frequency, but it is only feasible when there are 

protoplasts enough to permit the loss of a few. 

Conclusions 

In the present study, seedling cotyledons were the 

preferred source of protoplasts for protoplast isolation, 

culture and fusion, and the present study considers their use 

to be critical to the successful development of a protocol for 

the somatic hybridization of alfalfa and M. marina. They are 

not only much easier to grow than mesophyll tissue or callus, 

but they are also the only reliable source of physiologically 

uniform protoplasts. The physiological status of mesophyll 

tissue varies seasonally, with fluctuations in temperature, 

humidity, daylength and light intensity; it varies according 

to whether the plant is in a state of vegetative growth or 

flowering or dormancy; it varies with plant and leaf age; and 
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it varies with assualt by insects or other pathogenic 

organisms. Callus also varies physiologically, but as a 

result of somaclonal variation. Seedling cotyledon 

protoplasts, however, can be isolated from seedlings at the 

same stage of growth, from one experiment to the next, and the 

differences between seedling cotyledon protoplasts are due 

only to genotype. The present study considers their use 

necessary to permit for the development and standardization of 

procedures for the somatic hybridization of alfalfa and M. 

marina. 

Although seed of Regen S is abundant and easily acquired, 

however, seed of M. marina is scarce. The present study 

recommends the use of etiolated cotyledon protoplasts in the 

fusion of Regen S alfalfa and M. marina because they fuse and 

survive at a higher frequency than do green cotyledon 

protoplasts and because they would almost certainly fuse and 

survive at a higher frequency than would mesophyll 

protoplasts, but the use of mesophyll tissue of M. marina is 

recommended should it be impossible to obtain seed. The 

mesophyll tissue should be obtained from plants growing under 

controlled conditions to minimize the problem of fluctuating 

physiological status, and there should be a great number of 

plants from which to pick leaves. The present study has 

already shown the impossibility of obtaining an ongoing supply 

of mesophyll protoplasts from a pool of two to three plants 
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and the inadequacy of pretreatment of the mesophyll tissue in 

water or nutrient medium as a prophylactic or remedy for low 

protoplast yields. 

In the present study, the frequency of intraspecific 

fusion of etiolated cotyledon protoplasts of alfalfa was quite 

high (16 %) . The method of fusion induction was a small scale 

chemical method, the ingredient in the fusion-inducing 

solution that was responsible for producing the high frequency 

of fusion was DMSO and the factor that was critical to the 

survival of the fusion products was the use of etiolated 

cotyledon protoplasts. In a similar investigation in which a 

small scale chemical method was used to fuse alfalfa cotyledon 

protoplasts with protoplasts of the wild, but sexually 

compatible species M. falcata, the frequencies of 

interspecific and intraspecific fusion were quite similar to 

each other (Gilmour 1986). Green cotyledon protoplasts of 

alfalfa fused with albino cotyledon deirived-cell suspension 

protoplasts of M. falcata at a frequency of 3.3 %, whereas 

green and etiolated cotyledon protoplasts of alfalfa fused at 

a frequency of 4.8 %. Given that the frequency of fusion in 

the present study was so high, and judging from the outcome of 

the fusion experiments with alfalfa and M. falcata, one would 

predict that protoplasts of Regen S alfalfa and M. marina will 

fuse, and do so at a high frequency. Hence, given sufficient 

experimental material, the fusion of Regen S and M. marina is 
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probable. 

Because of the inclusion of DMSO in the fusion-inducing 

solution which leaves the fusion products free-floating, the 

method for the induction of fusion employed by the present 

study would permit for the immediate selection of alfalfa + M. 

marina heterokaryons by FACS. Generally, there are too few 

heterokaryons collected thus to permit for a culture 

consisting solely of heterokaryons, as most forage legume 

protoplasts must be plated at a minimum density of 104 

protoplasts per ml to divide frequently (Gilmour et al. 

1987c). Hence, heterokaryons would require co-culture with 

nurse protoplasts, either directly (Gilmour et al. 1987b) or 

indirectly (Gilmour et al. 1987c). In the latter, a membrane 

filter separates the heterokaryons from the nurse protoplasts. 

The bottleneck in the somatic hybridization of Regen S 

alfalfa and M. marina is likely to be the development of the 

procedure for plant regeneration. Regeneration is genotype-

dependent, and it is dependent on the physiological status of 

the plant material, as this affects the capacity of a 

protoplast to produce cells that will divide in culture. 

Regen S is highly regenerable and cotyledon protoplasts are in 

optimal health, but there are factors that could, nonetheless, 

prevent the regeneration of somatic hybrid plants of Regen S 

alfalfa and M. marina. These include shock incurred by 
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induction of fusion or heterokaryon culture or both, the cell 

cycle phases of the parental nuclei comprising the 

heterokaryon, the genetic constitution of the heterokaryon or 

somatic hybrid cell, and somaclonal variation. 

Potential sources of somaclonal variation are culture-

induced "changes in chromosome structure and/or number, 

apparent point mutations, changes in gene expression as a 

result of chromosome structural changes (heterochromatin and 

position effects) or of movement of transposable elements, 

chromatin loss, DNA amplification, somatic crossing over, 

somatic reduction, and changes in the DNA of cytoplasmic 

organelles" (Bingham & McCoy 1986). The donor genotype is 

thought to influence the type and frequency of aneuploidy. 

Given the novel combination of Regen S and M. marina, the 

possibility exists that the genotype of the somatic hybrid 

could be such that it would pre-dispose itself to an 

aneuploidy involving the loss of those genes necessary for 

regeneration. As noted previously, there were only two 

sexual hybrid plants of alfalfa and M. marina produced from 

numerous ovule-embryo cultures. The failure of ovule-embryo 

cultures to germinate or of somatic hybrid calli to regenerate 

into plants, however, might also be related to limited 

chromosome pairing which is common in crosses of sexually 

incompatible species such as alfalfa and M. marina. 

Before chromosomes can pair in a heterokaryon the nuclei 
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of the parental protoplast that comprise the heterokaryon must 

first fuse. Such fusion is thought to involve synchronization 

of the nuclei. Though the phase of the cell cycle at which 

nuclei are most likely to fuse is unknown, it is possible that 

two nuclei at the same phase of the cell cycle would be more 

likely to fuse than nuclei at very different phases of the 

cell cycle (though nuclei at different phases that were 

cycling at different rates could theoretically catch-up with 

each other). Since cells from the same tissue tend to dwell 

in the same phase of the cell cycle (Bergounioux et al. 1988), 

it seems to be advisable to fuse protoplasts isolated from the 

same tissue type, e.g. etiolated cotyledons. Should the 

protoplasts be isolated from different tissues, there could be 

a greater probability that the nuclei would not fuse. If 

these presuppositions are true, the fusion of etiolated 

cotyledon protoplasts of Regen S with mesophyll protoplasts of 

M. marina would be unlikely to yield a somatic hybrid plant, 

while the fusion of etiolated cotyledon protoplasts of both 

species would be likely to do so. 

Finally, the shock of the induction of fusion or 

heterokaryon culture or both could prevent or delay 

regeneration. Culture in vitro traumatizes plant cells and 

they survive the trauma by "resetting" their genomes 

(McClintock 1984). It seems quite possible that the 

induction of fusion might also shock or traumatize plant cells 
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and cause them to alter their genome in some fashion. The 

initial response of Medicago heterokaryons might be dormancy 

since alfalfa plants themselves survive unfavorable conditions 

by becoming dormant (Hodgson 1976). Heterokaryons of alfalfa 

and M. falcata did, in fact, divide 2-3 days later than did 

unfused parental protoplasts (Teoule & Dattee 1987; Gilmour et 

al. 1987b). They might also respond to the shock, however, by 

eliminating all or the majority of chromosomes of one parent. 

This would be similar to the culture x cell phase interaction 

which is suspected to do the same (Shepard et al. 1983). 

The loss of extraneous chromosomes from the somatic 

hybrid, however, might be that which makes regeneration 

possible. Because of limited chromosome pairing, but perhaps 

also due to culture x cell phase interactions or the shock 

induced by fusion or culture, the exchange of genetic material 

within the heterokaryon of two sexually incompatible species 

like alfalfa and M. marina is expected to be limited. Should 

the genome of M. marina prevail over that of Regen S, as it 

seemed to do in the sexual hybrid plants (both of which 

resembled M. marina), the regeneration of somatic hybrid 

plants would then be unlikely since M. marina has low or no 

regenerative potential. The incorporation of small genetic 

elements of M. marina into the genome of Regen S, however, 

would probably not prevent such regeneration. 

The situation could arise where there are somatic hybrid 
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calli of Regen S and M. marina that will not regenerate, as 

was the case with somatic hybrid calli of alfalfa and M. 

falcata (Gilmour et al. 1987b). As noted above, the problem 

could be that the genome of M. marina is dominant and that the 

genes necessary to regeneration that are carried by Regen S 

have been lost. In this case, regeneration is unlikely. 

Should the genome of the somatic hybrid consist primarily of 

chromosomes from Regen S, however, there are a couple of 

methods that might make possible regeneration from the 

seemingly nonregenerative calli. The first method involves 

prolonging callus culture to exploit somaclonal variation to 

full advantage (Bingham & McCoy 1986). The second method is 

back-fusion (Kao & Wetter 1980). With the latter method, 

protoplasts of the somatic hybrid callus are fused with 

protoplasts of the parent with the greatest regenerative 

potential to increase the gene dosage of the somatic hybrid in 

favor of that parent. In the former method, somaclonal 

variation is induced to produce cells capable of regeneration. 

Both methods are also of potential use in producing fertile 

somatic hybrid plants from those that are sterile. 

Confirmation of the somatic hybrid nature of plants of 

alfalfa + M. marina could be difficult if these plants contain 

only small genetic elements from M. marina. Molecular 

hybridization would be the method of choice for the detection 

of small genetic elements, but given that there has not yet 
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been any work that has produced molecular probes for genes of 

M. marina, molecular hybridization as a method of 

confirmation is not yet a possibility. Restriction fragment 

polymorphisms (RFLPs) would be seem to be an alternative 

method of confirmation, but it seems that one would be unable 

to differentiate between the novel RFLPs of somaclonal 

variants of alfalfa protoplast-derived clones and those of 

somatic hybrids because both types of RFLPs would differ from 

those of the alfalfa protoplast-derived clones. 

Growth of the somatic hybrid plant in saline water or 

saline soil would provide definite confirmation that the genes 

of interest from M. marina were present in the somatic hybrid, 

though additional proof would be necessary to identify the 

genetic contribution of alfalfa. Growth of somatic hybrid 

callus on a saline medium, however, would not provide such 

confirmation as callus of M. marina is salt sensitive (McCoy 

1987) . Because saline sensitive somatic hybrid plants and 

callus could possess some of the genes of interest, neither 

callus nor somatic hybrid plants should be discarded as 

several generations of crossing saline sensitive somatic 

hybrids (along with backcrossing the somatic hybrid plants to 

alfalfa) will probably be necessary to produce salt tolerant 

alfalfas via the somatic hybridization of alfalfa and M. 

marina. 
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SUMMARY 

Alfalfa, Medicago sativa L., is the principal legume 

grown as forage in the United States. Because of the 

increasing salinization of domestic soils and waters, breeding 

efforts have aimed at improving the capacity of alfalfa to 

tolerate salt. One approach is through the use of a wide 

cross between alfalfa and the halophyte M. marina L. 

As alfalfa and M. marina are sexually incompatible, the 

intention of this research was to develop procedures towards 

the somatic hybridization of alfalfa and M. marina. The focus 

of the investigation was on the development of procedures for 

protoplast isolation, culture and fusion. This study employed 

Regen S alfalfa, a laboratory variety that was bred to 

regenerate at a high frequency from callus culture, and 

genotypes of M. marina that grew prolifically in a Tucson, Az. 

greenhouse. The experimental materials from which protoplasts 

were isolated included mesophyll tissue obtained from 

greenhouse-grown plants, callus and seedling cotyledons. 

Procedures and modifications thereof that were tested on the 

experimental materials were drawn from reports on the 

isolation and regeneration of Regen S mesophyll protoplasts 

and from those on interspecific somatic hybridization in the 

genera Medicago, Trifolium and Brassica. 

Yields of viable protoplasts from mesophyll tissue and 
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callus were highly variable due to the fluctuating 

physiological status of each material, and repeated use of 

plants of Regen S and M. marina resulted in a decline in 

yields of mesophyll protoplasts. Pretreatment of mesophyll 

tissue of M. marina in water or nutrient medium, however, did 

not successfully stabilize protoplast yields. The only 

consistent source of physiologically uniform protoplasts was 

seedling cotyledons. Hence, procedures towards the somatic 

hybridization of Regen S alfalfa and M. marina were primarily 

developed using seedling cotyledon protoplasts. 

Two types of protoplast and cell culture media supported 

the production of cells from etiolated cotyledon protoplasts 

of Regen S. DB" was simple in composition and DB+ was complex. 

There were no significant differences in plating efficiency 

between protoplasts plated in the simple and complex media, 

though the protoplast-derived cells produced in the complex 

media were greener and they colonized more quickly than did 

cells in the simple medium. Seedling cotyledon protoplasts of 

M. marina resynthesized their cell walls and divided in DB+ 

protoplast culture medium, and they survived an initial 

dilution of the protoplast culture with the cell culture 

medium when it was performed one week later than the initial 

dilution of the Regen S protoplast cultures. 

Protoplast fusion was conducted at 31 °C using a high 
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pH/high calcium solution containing PEG and DMSO. Etiolated 

cotyledon protoplasts survived the fusion procedure at a 

higher frequency than did green cotyledon protoplasts; and 

their frequency of fusion was dependent on the amount of DMSO 

in the fusion-inducing solution. In a solution with no DMSO, 

the fusion frequency was less than one percent; in a solution 

with 10 % (v/v) DMSO, the frequency was 16 %. 

The present study considers fusion between protoplasts of 

Regen S and M. marina at a high frequency to be probable. The 

ideal source of protoplasts from both species would be 

etiolated seedling cotyledons; however, seed of M. marina is 

scarce, and it may be necessary to use mesophyll protoplasts 

of M. marina. The latter should be isolated from plants grown 

under controlled conditions, and there should be a large pool 

of donor plants. 

The bottleneck in the production of somatic hybrid plants 

of alfalfa and M. marina is likely to be regeneration. 

Regeneration depends on genotype and the physiological 

condition of the protoplasts. Hence, the use of Regen S 

alfalfa and the use of seedling cotyledon protoplasts are 

measures that will aid in the regeneration of somatic hybrid 

plants of Regen S alfalfa and M. marina. 
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APPENDIX B 

METHODS FOR INTERSPECIFIC PROTOPLAST FUSION IN Medicago 

1. High pH/High Calcium at 32 °C ( Teoule 1983; Teoule & 

Dattee 1987) 

Mesophyll protoplasts of M. sativa and M. falcata were 

mixed at a density of 5 x 105 protoplasts per ml in K795. One 

ml of protoplasts was mixed with two ml of the high pH/high 

calcium solution (0.112 M CaCl2.2H20, 0.5 M mannitol, pH 10.4 

[0.05 M glycine-NaOH]) and incubated at 32 °C for 15 min. The 

protoplasts were centrifuged at 60 x g for 5 min and rinsed 

with CPW 13M (Frearson et al. 1973) plus 0.74 % CaCl2.2H20. 

Protoplasts were then pelleted and rinsed in K795. 

2. Large Scale Chemical (Gilmour 1986; Gilmour et al. 1987b) 

This method for fusion appears in abbreviated form in the 

report of Gilmour et al. (1987b) and in full detail in the 

Dissertation of Gilmour (1986). Because of the reference in 

the report of Gilmour et al. (1987b) to the method of Keller 

and Melchers (1974) for high pH/high calcium-induced 

protoplast fusion at high temperature (37 °C), the reader 

would be led to believe that the large scale method was also 
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conducted at high temperature. It was not; only the high 

pH/high calcium solution of Keller and Melchers was employed 

(Gilmour 1986). Hence, the method for large scale chemical 

fusion is as follows: 

Green cotyledon protoplasts (isolated from seven day old 

seedlings) of M. sativa were mixed with cell suspension 

culture protoplasts (isolated from cells four days into the 

seven day subculture) of M. falcata at a density of 1.0 x 105 

protoplasts per ml in CPW 13M. Cell suspension protoplasts 

were labeled with fluorescein diacetate (FDA). Eight ml of 

protoplasts were pelleted at 80 x g for 6 min and then 

resuspended in 0.5 ml of CPW 13M. Two ml volumes of the 

fusion-inducing solution (30 % [w/v] PEG [Koch Light, M.W. 

6000], 4 % [w/v] sucrose and 0.147 % [w/v] calcium chloride; 

sterilized by autoclaving) were added to the protoplasts, and 

they were incubated thus for 15 min. The fusion-inducing 

solution was then removed from the protoplasts, and four ml of 

the high pH/high calcium solution (0.375 % [w/v] glycine, 0.74 

% [w/v] CaCl2.2H20, 4 % [w/v] mannitol, pH 10.4) was added. 

The protoplasts were incubated at room temperature for 10 min. 

The volume of the solution was then brought up to 15 ml with 

CPCW 13M (CPW 13M plus 0.74 % [w/v] CaCl2.2H20), and the 

protoplasts were gently resuspended in the solution by 

inversion. Protoplasts were pelleted (80 x g; 6 min), washed 

once more with CPCW 13M, and then washed with K8P (the 
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3. Small Scale Chemical (Gilmour 1986) 

The small scale chemical method employs the same 

solutions as the large scale chemical method. It was applied 

to the fusion of FDA-labeled albino suspension culture 

protoplasts of M. sativa and green cotyledon protoplasts of M. 

falcata and to the fusion of green cotyledon protoplasts of M. 

sativa and FDA-labeled suspension culture protoplasts of M. 

falcata. 

Protoplasts of M. sativa and M. falcata were mixed 

together at a density of 4 x 10® protoplasts per ml in CPW 

13M. In the center of a 56 x 14 mm plastic petri dish 

(Nunclon) were placed 200 ul drops of protoplasts. The 

protoplasts settled for 20 min. Three 50 ul drops of the 

fusion-inducing solution were added to the edge of the drop of 

protoplasts. After 20-30 min, the solution was removed and 0.5 

ml of the high pH/high calcium solution was added to the 

protoplasts. Protoplasts were incubated for 10 min, the 

solution was removed and then replaced with CPCW 13M. 

Protoplasts were washed again with CPCW 13M for 10 min and 

then washed three times, 10 min per wash, with K8P. 
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4. Electrofusion (Gilmour 1986) 

Green cotyledon protoplasts of M. sativa and FDA-labeled 

cell suspension protoplasts of M. falcata were suspended in a 

1:1 ratio in the electrofusion solution (11 % [w/v] mannitol, 

0.03 % calcium chloride, pH 5.6) at a density of 105 

protoplasts per ml. One ml sample volumes were added to wells 

of a 10 cm2, 5x5 compartment plastic dish (Sterilin Ltd., 

U.K.). A sterile electrode was placed into a well; the 

protoplasts were aligned using an A.C. field (500 KHz, 40 Vcm" 

1, 1-4 min), the field strength was reduced to about zero, and 

the protoplasts were fused using a D.C. pulse (500-800 Vcm"1, 

0.2-2 ms) . Protoplasts were washed with one ml aliquots of K8P 

medium. 

5. Electrofusion (Chand et al. 1988) 

Green cotyledon protoplasts of M. sativa and FDA-labeled 

etiolated cotyledon protoplasts of M. falcata were mixed at a 

density of 5 x 104 protoplasts per ml in the electrofusion 

solution (11 % tw/v] mannitol, 0.5 mM calcium chloride, pH 

5.8). One ml volumes of protoplasts were placed in wells (20 

x 17 mm) of a 10 cm2, 5x5 compartment plastic dish (Sterilin 

Ltd., U.K.). Protoplasts were aligned by an A.C. field 

(500KHz, 40-60 Vcm-1, 40-60 s), the field strength was reduced 
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(5 Vcm"1), and the protoplasts were then fused by a D.C. pulse 

(400-800 Vcm"1, 1-3 ms). 

6. Chemo-electrofusion (Chand et al. 1988) 

Green cotyledon protoplasts of M. sativa and FDA-labeled 

etiolated cotyeldon protoplasts of M. falcata were mixed at a 

density of 5 x 104 protoplasts per ml in the electrofusion 

solution (as above, 5.)* One ml volumes were placed in wells 

(20 x 17 mm) of a 10 cm2, 5x5 compartment plastic dish and 

induced to aggregate by incubation with a 30 % (w/v) PEG 

solution (M.W. 1500, Boehringer Mannheim) for 20 min. 

Protoplasts were fused by a D.C. pulse (700 Vcm-1, 2 ms) . PEG 

was eluted with the (unnamed) culture medium. 

7. Large Scale (Calcium-Free) Chemical (Chand et al. 

1988) 

Green cotyledon protoplasts of M. sativa and FDA-labeled 

etiolated cotyledon protoplasts of M. falcata were mixed 1:1 

(the density was not given) , and ten ml of the protoplasts 

were centrifuged at 80 x g for 4 min. The pellet was 

resuspended in 0.5 ml of the incubation solution (9 % [w/v] 

mannitol, pH 5.8) and 1.0 ml of the PEG solution (30 % [w/v] 

PEG, filter-sterilized [Aldrich, M.W. 1500 or 8000; Koch 
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Light, M.W. 1540 or 6000; or Boehringer Mannheim M.W. 1500]). 

After 20, 22 and 24 min, the PEG solution was diluted with a 

1.5 ml aliquot of the hypotonic solution (5 % [w/v] mannitol, 

0.2 % [w/v] bovine serum albumin). The incubation solution was 

then added in 2-2 ml aliquots. Protoplasts were incubated in 

the incubation solution for 2 h at 4 °C. 

8. Small Scale (Calcium-Free) Chemical (Chand et al. 1988) 

The incubation, PEG and hypotonic solutions are the same 

as those for the large scale (calcium-free) chemical method. 

Green cotyledon protoplasts of M. sativa were mixed with 

FDA-labeled etiolated cotyledon protoplasts of M. falcata at 

a density of 105 protoplasts per ml in the incubation 

solution. A one ml aliquot was placed in a plastic petri dish 

or a well (20 x 17 mm) of a 10 cm2, 5x5 plastic dish and 

allowed to settle for 10 min. One ml of the PEG solution was 

added dropwise to the periphery of the protoplasts; 

protoplasts were incubated thus for 20 min. The PEG solution 

was eluted with the hypotonic solution, two ml aliquots over 

2-4 min, until protoplasts became turgid. The hypotonic 

solution was then replaced by the incubation solution with 2-2 

ml aliquots, one aliquot every two min. Protoplasts were 

incubated in the incubation solution for 2 h at 4 °C. 
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9. PEG/High pH/High Calcium/DMSO (Deak et al. 1988) 

The method for the fusion of M. sativa and M. varia is 

not fully articulated, but Deak et al. described the method of 

fusion as that of Kao et al. (1974), followed by the high pH 

solution of Menczel et al.(1981). This high pH solution, 

designated W10, consists of 9 parts stock A (0.4 M glucose, 66 

mM calcium chloride and 10 % [v/v] DMSO) and one part stock B 

(0.3 M glycine-NaOH buffer, pH 10.5). 

A pellet of protoplasts was incubated in 25 % PEG 6000 

for 25 min. The PEG solution was then replaced with W10, and 

the protoplasts incubated in W10 for 20 min. The W10 soution 

was diluted with culture medium containing 0.4 M glucose and 

incubated for 10 min. The diluted W10 solution was then 

replaced with culture medium. 
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